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SGA Legislators Squandering Quinn Rd. Exit 
Debate Time On "Silly Bills” Causes Conflict
Bills Pose the Question; Are They Really Getting The Job Done? Clifton Residents Refute The 2006 Plan
Jessica Havery 
Arts & Entertainment Editor
After the Student Government 
Legislature passed a bill, written 
by SGA President Angelo Lilia, the 
body of representatives is now able 
to purchase a cow for the price of 
$1,000.
The bill, which was passed at 
the Nov. 16 SGA meeting, states 
that “MSU has come to the conclu­
sion that they are in a milk crisis,” 
and, as a solution, Lilia suggested 
that the executive body buy a cow 
so that MSU might supply its own 
milk.
When debated, many legislators 
had questions including concerns
SEE ‘LEGISLATORS’ ON P. 4
Jessica Havery I The Montclarion
Angelo Lilia, SGA president, wrote a bill suggesting the purchase of a 
cow, due to a lack of milk at MS(J.
Shayna Jacobs 
Assistant News Editor
Clifton residents and city offi­
cials, who have opposed the renova­
tion of Quinn Rd. into a two-way 
channel for traffic and safety rea­
sons, continue to speak out against 
the plan.
The plan is set to begin summer 
2006, and is being funded by the 
federal government.
Quinn Rd. is a traffic outlet 
for the university in the city of 
Clifton.
“As a result of the efforts of 
Congressman Bill Pascrell, the uni­
versity will receive $2.4 million for 
the Quinn Rd. realignment from 
the federal government, specifi­
cally from the transportation pro­
gram entitled ‘Safe, Accountable,
Flexible, Efficient Transportation 
Equity Act,’ ” said President Cole.
“The new campus exit will 
enable the university to balance the 
travel flow among three entranc­
es and exits, at Normal Ave. into 
Montclair, at Clove Rd. into Little 
Falls, and at Valley Rd. into Clifton, 
avoiding unnecessary congestion at 
any one point,” added Cole.
City representatives and resi­
dents of Clifton have w ritten letters 
of disapproval to the university and 
a meeting was held in July on cam­
pus with concerned residents and 
President Cole.
“The Mayor and Council remain 
committed to opposing the project 
in every manner possible,” said city
SEE ‘CONFLICT’ ON P. 4
SGA Legislators Reject Their Own 
Marion Crawford This Semester
Chantal Gabel 
News Editor
Jessica Havery I The Montclarion
Marion Crawford attended the SGA meeting Wednesday in hopes of 
being re-granted his position as an SGA Legislator.
Proposed E-Board 
Stipend Deemed 
"Unconstitutional”
Former Legislator Marion 
Crawford, also known as “Mook,” 
was denied to return as an SGA 
legislator this semester, however 
was encouraged to apply for a legis­
lative position next semester.
Crawford was expelled from his 
legislative position after missing a 
total of seven SGA meetings this 
semester. Three is the maximum 
number of meetings legislators are 
allowed to miss.
In an e-mail written to Crawford 
from SGA President Pro Tempor 
Anthony G u tilla , it stated, “You 
may, if you wish, appeal this deci­
sion to the Legislature within 
the next two Wednesday meet­
ings, or you may choose to fill out 
another petition to return to the 
Legislature.”
At Wednesday’s SGA meeeting, 
Legislator Jamie Dresher made a 
motion to have Crawford come back 
to the Legislature.
Crawford stood at the podium 
defending himself and awaiting 
the impending answer.
At first, Crawford said he 
missed the first four weeks of 
meetings because he was “chang­
ing his schedule around,” one meet­
ing because he had to go home 
for Thanksgiving and two meet-
ings due to a “miscommunication” 
between himself and the SGA.
Gutilla said he didn’t  hear from 
Crawford at all regarding any 
absences from the meetings. “To 
me it wasn’t a miscommunication,” 
he said. “It was no communica­
tion.”
Contradictory to Crawford’s 
excuses, Crawford later said that 
when he first learned his name was 
not assigned to a mailbox in the 
SGA office, he assumed he was no 
longer a Legislator, therefore he no 
longer attended the meetings.
Stephanie Sattelberger, SGA 
secretary, said the legislators’
mailboxes are not utilized within 
the first month of the semester, 
because in the first month legis­
lators are still in the process of 
applying for the position, therefore 
no one can be assigned a mailbox.
“I could take all of [the 
legislators’] mailboxes away,” said 
Sattelberger. “It wouldn’t  mean 
anything.”
SGA President Angelo Lilia 
asked Crawford why he felt ho 
mailbox was an indication of him 
no longer being a part of the SGA. 
Crawford said, “I feel like you’re
SEE ‘CRAWFORD’ ON P. 4
Chantal Gabel 
News Editor
The SGA meeting held on 
Wednesday was supposed to 
hold the final decision on whether 
or not the SGA E-board will be 
compensated for their duties.
According to Fatima Chak, 
SGA Attorney General, the bill 
is “unconstitutional,” therefore it 
could not be voted on.
Legislators Damond Stubbs 
and Jennifer  Solomon have cre­
ated the bill in hopes of the SGA 
E-board being paid a yearly salary 
of $19,680 each, because they “work 
extremely hard throughout the aca­
demic year and [are] unable to get 
a part-time job without effectively 
fulfilling all of their executive posi­
tions.”
While the E-board insists they 
would veto the bill if it was passed, 
the Legislators on Wednesday’s 
meeting still attempted to convince 
the Legislature why this bill is nec­
essary. “It is not strange at other 
universities to pay their elected 
officials,” said Stubbs. “71 percent 
of the nation’s schools have compen­
sated paid, elected officials.”
While Amy Chicken, SGA vice 
president, has stated that if this bill
passed, future E-board members 
would “run for the wrong reasons,” 
Stubbs thinks otherwise. “People 
will run for whatever little rea­
sons,” said Stubbs. “I do not think 
that this will corrupt the SGA.” 
Fatima Chak, SGA attorney 
general, said that the bill goes 
against article V in the SGA con­
stitution, which states, “Officials of 
this Association and its subsidiary 
organizations shall not receive as a 
reward for performed duties, finan­
cial or material renumeration other 
than those expenses incurred in 
the performance of said duties.”
As of now, the bill is consid­
ered “killed,” as Chicken stated at 
the meeting, unless Solomon and 
Stubbs call a referendum for next 
semester.
"It is not strange at 
other universities to 
pay their elected 
officials.”
Damond Stubbs 
SGA legislator
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MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY 8
C1C: Hardcore Concert, SC Ratt, 
7 p.m.
Players: In The Blood Drama,
SC Annex 126,8 p.m.
FRIDAY 9
Theater: The House o f Bernards 
Alba, Fox Theatre, 7:30 p,m.
Red Hawk Nite, Entire SC,
9 p.m.
SATURDAY 10
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship: 
Christmas Party, SC Dining 
Room, 7 p.m.
Normal Review: Poetry Reading, 
SC Ratt, 8 p.m.
SUNDAY 11
RNDC: Winter Performance, SC 
Ballrooms, 2 -5  p.m.
Who Wants To Be A 
Hundredaire?, SC Ratt, 10 p.m.
MONDAY 12
President’s Holiday Party, SC 
Ballrooms, 3 - 4:30 p.m.
TUESDAY 13
Walkin’ Around the U, Drop-In 
Center, 12:30 -1  p.m.
Expressive Movement, Drop-In 
Center, 4 -5  p.m.
Cookies and Culture, Alice 
Paul Lounge, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
HEART: Helping Our Soldiers, 
SC Commuter Lounge, 8 p.m:
WEDNESDAY 14
Chill Out Week Event: Make & 
Take Crafts, SC Ratt,
12-2 p.m.
Walkin’ Around the U, DropJn 
Center, 12:30 -1  p.m.
Cookies and Culture, Kops 
Lounge, 1:30 - 2:30 p.m.
Music: Pauli Nouri, Junior 
Piano Recital, MC Hall,
7:30 p.m.
SGA Notes
- The following SGA 
Statutes were changed: 
Article V I, Section Two, 
Subsection H
- The election dates 
for the 2006 elections 
were decided on and 
announced. Voting will 
be April 17-April 26
M on te tar ion
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The Police 
Report:
Crime Soars On Campus
11/29/05 - A male, Blanton Hall resident 
reported the theft of his laptop computer 
from his residence. This case is under 
investigation.
11/30/05 - A female resident student 
reported to the Health and Wellness 
Center SART team that she was the victim 
of a sexual assault, committed by a male 
resident student. The victim does not 
want to pursue criminal charges.
11/30/05 - A male resident reported the 
theft of his University reimbursement 
check. The victim reported that he felt 
something was wrong when he did not 
receive his check and when he contacted 
the Bursar's office he was told that the 
check was cashed. The victim did not sign 
the check or authorize anyone to do so. 
The check was valued at $2,051.83. This 
case is under investigation.
12/2/05 - A male, Clove Road resident 
reported that one of his roommate's 
guests broke his room door down and 
threatened to beat him up. The victim did 
not want to pursue criminal charges.
Local News 1
WEST ORANGE - Two men 
charged with sexual assault, 
after* police raided a West 
Orange nightclub during a 
weekly teen night two years 
ago, were sentenced yesterday 
to three years probation in 
Newark Superior Court.
Matthew Calderone, 26, of 
Union, and Paulo Bertolo, 25, 
of Newark pled guilty in Oct. to 
reduced charges of child neglect 
as part of a deal with the Essex 
County Prosecutor’s Office. 
Calderone also pled guilty to 
possession of child pornogra­
phy-
Calderone and Bertolo, 
employees at the club, were 
arrested in May 2003 when 
Club Cherri, which held Friday 
night dance parties for teenag­
ers 13-18, was raided as part of 
a drug investigation.
MAPLEWOOD - A set of pro­
posals aimed at keeping gangs 
from taking root in Maplewood 
drew gratitude from residents 
at a recent town meeting, but 
some cautioned the laws could 
be used to target youths and
minorities.
The ordinances, still in a 
draft form, include using sur­
veillance cameras in key areas, 
providing criminal penalties for 
parents whose children repeat­
edly violate the law, institut­
ing more specific disorderly 
conduct laws, keeping residents 
from walking in the street and 
restricting retail business hours 
or requiring those open late to 
provide security.
IRVINGTON - A 25-year-old 
man was. killed yesterday fol­
lowing a dispute with the boy­
friend of his former girlfriend, 
Irvington police said.
Khalief Claybum was taken 
from a house on Melville Place 
in Irvington in serious condi­
tion at about 1 p.m. and trans­
ported to University Hospital 
in Newark. He died less than 
an hour later, said Police Chief 
Michael Chase.
Tyshawn Phelps, 20, of 
Newark, was taken away in 
handcuffs and charged with 
Claybum’s death, the chief 
added.
National News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL
NEW ORLEANS - DNA test­
ing is to begin immediately on 
hundreds of still unidentified 
bodies found in the wake of 
Hurricane Katrina, LA. officials 
said, easing anguish for sur­
vivors awaiting word on their 
missing loved ones.
The state coroner’s office 
announced Monday that compa­
nies have been hired to conduct 
the tests, and Louisiana State 
Police spokesman Lawrence 
McLeary said “testing should 
begin immediately.”
New Orleans’ coroner Dr. 
Frank Minyard expressed frus­
tration last week that genetic 
tests on 263 bodies from the Aug. 
29 storm had not yet begun.
WASHINGTON - The Coast 
Guard rescued a Marine pilot 
Tuesday after his aircraft plum­
meted into the Atlantic Ocean 
off the coast of St. Augustine, 
FL.
The Marine, who was in the 
water for more than four hours, 
was returned to Florida for med­
ical treatment.
The U.S. Marine Corps 
AV-8B Harrier went into the 
water about 20 miles east.of St.
Augustine. Witnesses reported 
seeing a parachute deploy from 
the aircraft and the pilot’s wing- 
man saw him eject, the Coast 
Guard said.
GREENBELT, MD - The mas­
termind of an arson spree that 
destroyed or damaged dozens of 
homes under construction out­
side Washington was sentenced 
Monday to nearly 20 years 
behind bars. Two other men 
were also sent to prison.
Patrick Walsh, 22, was found 
guilty in Sept, of conspiracy 
and for the Dec. 6, 2004, ram­
page at the well-to-do Hunters 
Brooke development. No one 
was injured.
U.S. District Judge Roger 
Titus described the arson as 
unparalleled in its scope as he 
sentenced Walsh to 19 years and 
seven months, the maximum.
Aaron Speed, 22, received 
eight years and four months, 
and Jeremy Parady, 21, got 
seven years and three months. 
Both pleaded guilty to conspira­
cy to commit arson.
Two other men are scheduled 
to go on trial next year.
International News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABE
12/3/05 - Student Daniel Sciacchetano, 20, 
West Orange, was charged with posses­
sion of marijuana under 50 grams, pos­
session of drug paraphenalia and being 
under the influence of marijuana, after 
a patrol officer observed him smoking 
while he was parked in the Red Hawk 
Parking Garage. Sciacchetano is awaiting 
a court date in Montclair Municipal Court.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
TEHRAN, IRAN - An Iranian 
m ilitary transport plane has 
crashed near Tehran after hit­
ting a 10-story apartment build­
ing, killing at least 110 people, 
most of them aboard the plane, 
Iranian officials and state-run 
media reported.
The air force C-130, carrying 
more than 90 people, crashed at 
about 2 p.m. on Tuesday.
“Both the main and reserve 
fuel tanks were full, which is 
why the plane went up in flames 
as soon as it hit the building,” 
Ahmad Ziaie, the head of Iran’s
fire brigade told state television, 
Reuters reported.
Everyone on board the plane 
was killed, including 47 journal­
ists who planned to witness the 
Iranian navy’s maneuvers in 
the Persian Gulf, officials said.
BAGHDAD - Two suicide bomb­
ers attacked a police academy 
in .east Baghdad on Tuesday, 
killing at least 36 police offi­
cers and academy students 
and wounding 72 others, police 
said.
The bombers, “each wearing
a suicide vest, walked into a 
classroom at the academy and 
detonated in the midst of stu­
dents,” the statement said.
BAGHDAD - The tria l of 
Saddam Hussein adjourned 
for the day Tuesday, with the 
former Iraqi leader indicating 
he’s unlikely to return when the 
court reconvenes Wednesday.
“I will not be in a court 
without justice. Go to hell, all 
you agents of America,” Hussein 
said.
His announcement came
after five witnesses testified 
about brutalities they expe­
rienced during a government 
crackdown 23 years ago.
Hussein and seven other 
defendants are on trial in con­
nection with the deaths of niore 
than 140 men in Dujail, a town 
north of Baghdad.
The testimony coincided 
with the suicide bombing of a 
police academy in Baghdad. 
Two attackers detonated them­
selves, killing at least 36 people, 
police said.
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12-15 Student Center Dining Room 
Annual Holiday Lunch
12-8 Stock up for the Holidays! 
Pepsi Sale. Buy a case of 
Pepsi in the SC Cafe!
Last Chance to Enter to Win a Palm Pilot in the 
C-Store! Contest is Extended to 12/15!
New: We proudly feature Thumanns Deli meats at the Student 
Center Cafe, & College Hall Cafe!
Visit the
Campus Connect Store 
in Stone Hall 
Children's Center 
M :10 am-5 pm 
W :10 am -5 pm 
TH: Noon - 7 pm
Together w ith NEXTEL
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In the upcoming Spring semester, stu­
dents and faculty will finally be able to 
enjoy the amenities o f University Hall, 
the home of the College o f Education‘ and 
Human Services (left).The building consists 
of four floors on one side, and seven floors 
on the other, and will surround a courtyard 
consisting of benches, tables and chairs for 
students and faculty to socialize throughout 
their day.
The building will have a dean’s suite, 
125 faculty offices, eight specialized learn­
ing labs (right), eight 100-seat lecture halls, 
29 classroom, six department offices and 28 
adjunct faculty work stations. The 270,000 
square ft. building cost $54 million.
Photos on this 
page taken by
When first walking into University Hall, you will find yourself in its elaborate foyer (top 
iefti, with a view of the staircase (top right). “About 5,000 people will pass in and out ol 
the building each day,” said Steve Ansel o f S/L/A/M  Collaborative, the firm that designed 
the building. It’s designed and organized internally to allow for that flow.” The hall will 
also contain a conference center on the seventh floor, which will have a view o f New York, 
a ballroom to accomodate up to 520 people, a private dining area for up to 40 people and a
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CRAWFORD
CONTINUED FROM P I
CONFLICT
CONTINUED FROM P I
talking to me like I’m stupid.”
Dean Rosemarie Howell then asked, 
“This isn’t  meant to be insulting, but when is 
the first time you assumed you weren’t  a part 
of the SGA?”
“No one was able to tell me why I was 
removed from the SGA,” Crawford respond­
ed. “I love the SGA. This is my second 
semester here. I don’t  like sitting in the back 
of the room [at the meetings]; it’s not where I 
belong.”
Sattelberger said he never notified her 
of any of his impending absences, however 
Crawford said he tried to get in touch with 
her, however her “schedule is the exact oppo­
site” of his, and that he “never saw her to 
confirm.”
When Legislator Shawnna Morris 
asked why he didn’t  e-mail Sattelberger, he 
responded, “I wanted to speak to her face to 
face. It was an office hour thing. I didn’t  want 
to contact her through phone or e-mail.”
Eileen Mathis, SGA Legislator, asked 
Crawford why it took him a month to get his 
situation resolved if he “really likes the SGA” 
as he said, and why he didn’t  attend the SGA 
meetings as a regular student.
Crawford responded, “You are absolutely 
right. I could have attended the meetings, 
but one day there was a carnival outside 
that I went to instead. Another day, I told 
Anthony an excuse.”
Dresher stood up in Crawford’s defense. 
“He should be sitting here in these planks 
or whatever they’re called [with us]. If you 
don’t  think we need them, then why are you 
here?”
The decision to deny Crawford back 
into legislature was made by the legisla­
tors via secret ballots, suggested by Gutilla.
manager Albert Greco in a letter to Pascrell.
The city is in the process of hiring attor­
neys and has conducted several traffic 
reports, which they say would cause a sig­
nificant influx of traffic on an already con­
gested residential road near the problematic 
intersection of Rt. 46 and Rt. 3.
Council members and citizens feel that 
Quinn Rd. is dangerous and becomes more 
dangerous in poor weather conditions, and 
to make it an entrance and exit would be 
reasonably hazardous.
“The City Council and city administra­
tors are unanimously opposed to it,” said 
Councilman Ed Welsh.
over where the cow would be kept, how it 
would be fed and what measures would be 
taken to ensure that the cow would be pro­
tected from mischevious behavior, such as 
tipping. In each of these circumstances, Lilia 
had precise answers.
According to the President, the cow would 
graze on the grassy area in front of President 
Susan Cole’s office and housed in the for­
mer SGA Bookkeeper’s office. In addition, 
Lilia said that he would find an industrial 
strength kickstand to prevent cow tipping.
Although the bill was passed, Lilia stated 
that it was w ritten to keep the Legislature on 
its toes and remind them they have to enjoy 
themselves after a long day.
“I feel that it is appropriate the people 
remember to laugh and enjoy the SGA,” Lilia 
said. “Make a joke; you will realize that it
I V F
of
New Jersey
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE JVF OF NEW JERSEY IS SEEKING EGG 
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN 
THE AGES.OF 21-32.
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RELIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $7000 .00
For more information on our egg donor program call 
(973) 470-0303
and ask for one of our Nurses; m Ê
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST 
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 4704)303
FAX (973) 916-0488
The last segment of a four-part local story 
run by the New Jersey Herald from Nov. 27 
to Dec. 3, is entitled “Neighbors Feel Growing 
Pain.”
It discusses the Quinn Rd. issue as well 
as other concerns from residents in the towns 
neighboring MSU like Little Falls, Montclair 
and Clifton.
The story says that some citizens are 
worried that MSU may abuse the right of 
eminent domain in its “growth and develop­
ment” process.
Ed Pasino, Clifton resident and MSU 
alum, wrote a letter to the editor of The 
Montclarion, which was published Nov. JLO.
LEGISLATORS
He says that the president and the admin­
istrators of the university who are involved 
in the project have been unresponsive to the 
legitimate concerns of the university’s neigh­
bors.
“There are so many problems with it; 
it should be enough to just say no,” said 
Pasino, a history teacher at Northern Valley 
Regional High School in Old Tappan. “I am a 
teacher and I am a big education supporter, 
but we shouldn’t  be sacrificing safety for the 
sake of educating more in numbers.”
The City Council addressed further 
approaches to the issue at the Municipal 
Council meeting on Dec. 6.
CONTINUED FROM P I
will brighten up your day.”
In addition to Lilia’s bill, a second bill was 
w ritten by SGA Legislator Jeremy Slagle 
suggesting that SGA Treasurer David Kois 
shave his head for the benefit of the organiza­
tion.
The bill states that since “Kois has yet to 
shave his head completely” and that “if Kois 
shaved his head, the shining reflection off 
his head would attract more people to the 
SGA office.”
At last night’s SGA meeting, Slagle 
reported on his bill and said that it was 
w ritten after he had a discussion on the fact 
that “white men never shave their heads 
completely.”
“We were having the discussion when 
Kois walked by and I mentioned it to him,” 
Slagle said. “And Kois said ‘write a bill’.” 
That’s exactly what Slagle did.
; ‘ Nearing 6:40.p.m.,20 minutes prior to the 
SGA’s annual end-of-the-year dinner, SGA 
Vice President Amy Chicken suggested to 
the Legislature that they not-debate the bill 
for a lengthy period of time.
Following her statement, SGA Attorney 
General Fatima Chak declared the bill 
unconstitutional, rendering it impossible for 
the bill to be voted on.
When members of the Legislature aSked 
why the bill was unconstitutional, Chicken 
instructed anyone who was interested in the 
information to ask after the meeting.
While the “mock bills” were meant as 
a joke, and a form of entertainment in an 
attempt to ease stress in the SGA meeting,
some have deemed the bills an inappropriate 
use of the Legislature’s time.
. According to Kois, “it is a problem if 
people notice that silly bills are getting more 
debate time” than other issues.
“If a receipt comes up for the purchase of 
a living, breathing, spotted, mooing cow, I 
would not sign that check,” Kois said.
Kois also suggested that more serious, 
lengthy debates should be dedicated to other 
bills, which is not always the case. In one of 
Kois’ own experiences, he details an instance 
in which he missed class so that he would be 
able to participate in the bill’s debate.
“I only had the option to ask a  question 
before the bill went into debate,” Kois said. 
“Once the bill was moved into debate, the 
first person, Jeremy Slagle, to speak called it 
into question,” moving that the debate stop so 
that the Legislature could vote on the issue.
“hi debate, I would have been able to 
share my opinion. And I wasn’t  able,” Kois 
said. Kois continued to say that, to be fair, 
SGA meetings can be long and boring. Like 
Lilia, he believes that it is nice to see smiles 
when a fun bill comes up.
“I don’t  think [the Legislature]' wants 
these things to mess [the opportunity for 
fun] up,” Kois said. “But we have everyday 
bills that come up and aren’t  given the atten­
tion they deserve.”
In response to Lilia’s “mock bill,” Chicken 
said that Lilia “has also w ritten many valu­
able and serious bills, such as calling on the 
University to implement a vending machine 
swipe-card program.”
Pickup  
the pace.
: Get busy with FedEx Home Delivery - thé nation's package delivery leader. Pick up the pace as a parttime Package Handler and pick up a weekly paycheck and tuition assistance for college. You’ll be in great shape at FedEx.
VT Package Handlers 1 ■ §§j|i§
Qualifications:
•  18 years or older
•  Background check required
•  A bility to unload, scan and sort packages
•  Part-time early morning hours 4:30am Tuesday-Saturday
•  Tuition Assistance after 30 days
•  $9.50/ho urto  start
APPLY IN PERSON ONLY! Tues-Sat 10am-4pm at 
FedEx Home Deliveiy 
131 Seaview Drive, Secaucus, NJ 07094
www.fedex.com/grd/indcontr Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.
F e c O s x ,
Home Delivery
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NO E X P E R IE N C E  N E C E SSA R Y !
'O N  CALL' 
W ORK FORCE
We need people in a l l  areas: 
Engineering Reprographics 
Copy Tech. • Bindery • w eb
i FLEXIBLE  
SCHEDULES
Part Time/Full Time 
D AYS/NIGHTS/WEEKENDS' 
1st & 2nd Shift
work 2
hours
or 20
hours!
-  STARTIN G  PA Y -
$ 1 0 . 0 0  p e r  h o u r !
Check us out at: w w w .w e p r in t fa s t .c o m
Call A d a m  K r a t  Production Manager
or email your resume or information
Email / Call / Fax us or Stop in:
akrat@alphagraphics.com 
Ph: 973-509-9721 • Fax: 973-509-9727 
423 Bloomfield Ave., Montclair
(Only 3 miles from Campus »Bus Stop right on the corner)
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flow W&11 ©o you Know your Campus?
On£ Oditor’s Top iO M§U §ocrots you May Nood To Know
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
Their are certain things on this campus that almost everyone knows about. The fraterni­
ties and sororities hang out in the Student Center, parking sucks, the food at MSU loses heat 
like a desert a t night, and come Friday night, this place looks like a plague has killed off the 
population. If we were to make a list of all the annoying little things here at MSU we might 
still be come next semester. But I can’t  help but think that maybe the school gets a bad rap.
N astassia Davis I The Montclarion
6 Counseling and Psychological Services (GAPS): This building is located in the armpit of the campus, 
behind Russ and Freeman Hall. Most of 
us could use a little counseling from time to 
time and CAPS is available to do just that. 
All counseling is free and confidential.
\
3 Free Ice Skating: Well, it’s not quite free, but for only $2 to rent skates, it may as well be. Floyd Hall Arena not only provides Red Hawk hockey, it gives us some other date options other than the movies or your dorm room. The Arena is located behind lot 25 
down the hill. You can also get there by hooking the first left after taking the Clove Road 
entrance to MSU. Just flash your student ID card and have a night of fun for under $10.
Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarion
There are plenty of great and convenient things at MSU that can occupy our time with fun, 
but sometimes they are hidden beneath all of the construction and long waits for the shuttle. 
MSU can be a great place if you know where to look and who to talk to. Here are the top 10 
best kept secrets of Montclair State University.
•4  The Gazebo: You read
I  I  l i t  right; there is a gazebo on 
Montclair State University’s cam­
pus. It is located behind Dickson Hall in 
between MSU Pittser Field and the tennis 
courts. The gazebo is great for romance, 
promiscuous activities and, if you’re into it, 
studying too.
The Gazebo used to serve as a nice view­
ing are for the tennis matches, but now with 
no tennis team left to play for MSU the 
gazebo just sits there.
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarion
9 Night-Time Janitors: You ever wonder how the Student Center can be trashed and destroyed over and over again? There is food left lying around on tables, trash on the floor that missed the garbage and let’s not even mention the bathrooms. Well, 
it certainly doesn’t clean itself. A team of about four night time janitors keep the Student 
Center spotless for us to destroy all over again the next day. Thank Ana Benitez and William 
Fleming
5 SGA Benefits: The SGA isn’t  only good for firing bookkeepers. They actu­ally provide the student body with dis­
counts at 15 different places, including $5 
movie tickets. The SGA also provides free 
notarizing, a free fax machine, t-shirts, tons 
of programming, five-cent photo copies and, 
let’s not forget, the water cooler.
4 90.3 WMSCRadio: Yes we do have a radio sta­
tion on campus and 
not only can you listen 
you can be a part of it. 
With live jockeys on for 
almost 24 hours a day 
and 365 days a year, 
you are bound to hear 
some good music. These 
jockeys are all trying 
to do something besides 
ju st graduating here 
at MSU. We should all 
support them for that.
8 Curriculum Resource Center Located in Chapin Hall, there is a career- building institution for 
teachers. On file are lesson plan tem­
plates for every subject and teaching 
strategies. The resource center also 
serves as a research facility on-campus 
for all subjects. The center always has 
teaching opportunities on file for MSU 
students to take advantage of.
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarion
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarion
7 The Newman Catholic Center F&rget about sepa­ration between church and
state at MSU. The Catholic Life Hall Computer Lab: Tired
Center is located by the stair- I  of waiting hours to use the Student 
way near Freeman Hall and Center or Library computer labs? Walk
Morehead Hall. Mass is held over to the basement floor of Life Hall and 
twice per day, once at 11:00 a.m. you will find a computer lab with about 10 
at Kopps Lounge in Russ Hall Macs, half of which are normally, free. You 
and then again at 6:30 p.m. at are ju st as likely to find an open computer in 
the Catholic Center. Confessions the Life Hall computer lab as you are to find 
are also available upoii request a line in the Student Center. Communication 
everyday from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 majors have benefited from this secret for 
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarion p.m. quite Some time now.
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarion
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarion
2 College Hall Cafe: This is a big secret, not only because their food is less expensive, but because there are 
shorter lines, so you’ll be less late to your 
next class. Located in the basement level 
of College Hall, you can be in and out in 
less then five minutes. Chef Felix is quite 
friendly and you can get a full meal for $3.
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarion
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarion
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Six' fail-safe Ways To Flunk out This Fall Semester
Foraet Academic Achievement.And Strive for Memories To Last for The Rest of Your Life
Jessica Havery 
Arts & Entertainment Editor
After 14 weeks of college debauchery filled 
with late-night diner trips, cutting class and, 
quite possibly, the abuse of one substance or 
another; we have finally entered MSU per- 
gutory, also known as crunch time.
The final three weeks of any semester 
is, without a doubt, the most stressful, most 
difficult, period for any student, especially if  
they’ve put off a semester’s worth of work for 
this weekend.
Some students in this situation will do 
all the things that good students do. They’ll 
make meetings with professors, request extra 
credit and work diligently from now until the 
last day of finals.
Other students don’t  have a care in the 
world. These students fly by the seat of their 
pants and take life with a grain of salt. They 
won’t  be bothered with details that, most 
likely, will not m atter in three to five years. 
Instead, they live the ideal college life, par­
ticipating in every typical collegiate right of 
passage under the sun.
A portion of these students are seniors 
who are more worried about post-grad plans 
and enjoying the final semester them they 
are about that last requirement they need to 
get their diploma.
If you’re one of the group who have seen 
their grades decline, and their energy fade, 
but couldn’t  care less, here are some tips on 
how to further your fall semester folly, with 
guaranteed failure.
Sleep
Who cares if you have class in 20 min­
utes? You probably won’t  retain the informa­
tion anyway since you haven’t  been to bed 
yet. Instead of pretending to pay attention 
to a professor’s so-so lecture, sleep off last 
night’s Tequilla shots.
This way, when you wake up feeling rest­
ed, you’ll have the energy to plan and attend 
tonight’s celebration of, well, who needs a 
reason to celebrate, right?
Ignore your classmates who tell tales of 
their up-all-night escapades with Bio books 
and English papers. Because, in the end, 
they’re going to graduate with a degree, 
and no memories. Of course, if you’re living 
life like you should, you might not have any 
memories when you graduate either.
Say Tee*
Whatever you do, say “yes” to anyone that
asks you to take on extra coursework or addi­
tional hours at your afterschool special job. 
It doesn’t  m atter that you have three term  
papers to start and finish by next week.
Many college students feel that in order 
to be successftd, we must be the saving grace 
of everyone we know. We have to write last- 
minute columns for editors in need, babysit 
our friend’s children and attend a music 
student’s concert recital, even if we don’t 
really want to.
So in order to do extraordinarily terrible 
in each of your classes this semester and 
simply enjoy yourself, all you have to do is 
say “yes.”
Who cares if you don’t  have time for your­
self. You don’t  need to sleep or shower.
Grab A Sexy Study Buddy
Sure, studying is a drag. We all know
that it’s the last thing we’ll miss after we’ve 
taken the final walk at graduation, but it’s 
something that must be done. In an effort to 
make studying more fun, I suggest you spice 
it up a bit.
Grab a sexy study buddy. It doesn’t  mat­
ter if they’re in your class; it might actu­
ally be more fun if they aren’t. Arrange 
a late-night session, since most students 
hit their peak around that time. Serve 
refreshments,(might I suggest a bottle of 
wine?), and make sure there is adequate 
fighting. Candles are always nice.
Such a dedicated, studious attempt at 
bettering your academics is sure to be a hit. 
Good luck on your anatomy test!
Communicate With Professors
Every now and then, students need to 
miss a class. Perhaps you have a doctor’s 
appointment or you accidently oversleep. Or, 
maybe, you’ve just decided to forgo class for 
some mid-day npokie.
Whatever the case may be, send your 
professor a quick note or email to let him or 
her know why you missed class.
A few excuses that have worked for me in 
the past have been, “I simply couldn’t  come 
to class, your lectures are a pain in my ass” 
and “Sorry I’ve missed class for so long; 
I’m just doing so well at this game of beer 
pong.”
Books far Booze
We can all agree that college life is 
expensive. Tuition, bills, food, car expenses
SEE ‘FLUNK’ ON P. 10
New Student Experience Morehead Hall Room 101- (973) 655-7609 
Download Application: www.montclair.edu/nse/prpgrams/fypl.htm
Apply: December 1 ~ January 31 
Interview: February 8 
Train: March 1 ~ April 26
New Student Experience 
WANTS YOU!
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Dear J  a n d f
Last weekend when I was at my boyfriend's house Ifound a shoehoxfilled with a bunch o f letters and poems to other
fyd>dtdtfie still hangs o0p tím e things. Shouldl
say something to him about finding Uneven though I  shouldn't have been looking, or just let it goOndget overitf
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
First of all, you should never snoop 
around; you will always end up finding 
something that you don’t  want to, and 
almost certainly didn’t  need to. But 
since you did, I think it’s important 
that you understand that just because 
he still has this shoebox doesn’t  neces­
sarily mean that he still has feelings for 
his ex.
Relationships can often represent a 
happy or significant time in your life.
A guy that you dated for three years 
in high school is certainly going to 
remind you of your teenage years.
Just like someone you are with 
for a prolonged period of 
time will forever be a 
reminder of that time in 
your life.
P i c t u r e s ,  
notes or 
any other 
sort of 
m e m o ­
r a b i l i a  
s e r v e
a door- Tpfpr w a y  
to the p a s t .
Reading an old note can 
take you back ten years in 
an instant. Why would 
you want to throw that
A . \W /  A ,
doesn’t  mean that your boyfriend and h is | 
ex didn’t  have any happy times. It certainly ( 
doesn’t  mean that it isn’t  worth remember- 1  
ing.
Throughout the course of ( 
a relationship, we .gO( 
through so much with ( 
our significant others. | 
If it’s a good relation-! 
ship, the couple grows ( 
together and both parties | 
help the other through their ( 
tough times.
I think it’s safe to say that ( 
you wouldn’t  be the person ( 
you are today if it weren’t  < 
for things that happened < 
in the past. This being < 
true, to ask some- ( 
one to destroy 
any tangible 
memories of this 
way, robbing them 
identity. The past i 
sents who we are. 
of it th is way, 
he has enough i 
you to not havei 
box out in plain i 
it hidden, andi 
to bet that hei 
her the last time i 
he looked at the poems. He doesn’t  want to ■ 
throw them away because there is no reason 
to. A hidden shoebox never hurt anyone.
r e p r e -  
Think 
at least 
respect for 
the shoe- 
sight. He had 
I’d be willing 
can’t  even remem-
away? Just because they 
aren’t  together anymore SEE ‘FLUNK’ ON P. 10
Jessica Havery 
Arts & Entertainment Editor
I have a boyfriend, and a shoebox. Of 
course, I don’t  look through the collection of 
birthday cards, love letters and pictures on a 
daily basis, but it’s a collection that I simply 
haven’t  gotten rid of.
Chances are your boyfriend’s shoe- 
box is pretty much the same assort­
ment of memories that have been col­
lected and shoved behind a box of old 
clothes at the back of his closet.
If you had to do some serious 
searching to find the box, it’s 
probably something he hasn’t 
seen, or thought about, in some 
time. If the box was dust-free and 
readily available, though, it is 
possible he’s holding onto some 
old memories for any number of 
reasons.
When it comes down to it, you 
really only have two options.
Either reveal your snooping 
ways and tell him how your 
discovery makes you feel, 
keep quiet. If you decide to tell him
about the issue, be sure to explain why 
you felt the need to search his room.
Were you feeling insecure and untrusting, 
or looking for something to prove that the 
relationship is too good to be true? Be honest 
and tell him if you’re feeling any distance or 
dishonesty between the two of you and see 
how he responds. If the relationship is some­
thing he’s invested in, he’ll make an attempt
to calm any concerns you 
have. If this is the case, 
you’ve just proved that 
there really isn’t  any rea­
son for your snooping; he’ll 
probably tell you anything 
you want to know.
If you 
decide to 
keep quiet 
about the 
upset t ing  
find, keep 
t h i s
experience in mind when 
you’re overcome with 
another desire to dig 
through his drawers. 
Trust is a big part 
of any relationship 
and if you can’t  trust 
your boyfriend, or at least talk 
to him about your fears, then 
perhaps you shouldn’t  be in 
a relationship to begin with. 
And, at the same time, there 
are always some truths that 
simply shouldn’t  be told. A 
shoebox seems to be one of these 
truths because, in the end, a pic­
ture of him kissing an old flame is probably 
just that and not something you should be
SEE ‘SHE SAID’ ON P. 10
If you have any relationship questions don’t 
be shy email us at MSUfeature@gmail. 
com.
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE -  FALL SEMESTER 2005
December 16-22
Day Undergraduate and Graduate Courses Evening/Weekend/and Off-Campus
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
Friday -  December 16
For Classes Meeting on TF or W F at 0700am............................................ 0700am-0900am
For Classes with first or only Meeting on T  or F at 0230pm..................... 0100pm-0300pm
For Classes with First or only Meeting on T  or F  at 0400pm................... 0315pm-0515pm
Monday -  December 19
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 0830am................. 0800am-1000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 1000am..........  1015am-1215pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R a t 11:30am................. 0100pm-0300pm
For Classés with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 0100pm..................031Spm-0515pm
Tuesday -  December 20
For Classes with firs t or Only Meeting on T o r F at 0830am.............. . 0800am-1000am
For Classes with firs t or Only Meetingon T  or F at 1000am..........*  1015am-1215pm
For Classes with firs t or Only Meeting on T or F at 1130am.........  .....0100pm-0300pm
For Classes with'Rret or Only Meeting on T or F  at 0100pm................... 0315pm-0515pm
Wednesday -  December 21
For Classes with firs t or Only Meeting on W at 0830am.............. ........... 0800am-1000am
For Classes with first of Only Meeting on W at 1000am........................... 1015am-1215pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on W at 1130am......  0100pm-0300pm
For Classes with First or Only Meetingon W at 0100pm..... ................. :.0315pm-0515pm
Thursday- December 22
For Classes Meeting on MR or TR at 0700am ............ ............. ....... .. 0700am-0900am
For Classes Meeting on MW at 0700am.................................... ................0915am-l 115am
For Classes with firs t or Only Meeting on M or R at 0230pm. ........... . ..0100pm-0300pm
For Classes With First or Only Meeting oh M or R at 0400pm................. 0315pm-0515pm
Friday -  December 16
For Classes with first or only Meeting on fiiday at 0530pm.....    0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on fiiday at 0830pm ...............  0815pm-1015pm
Saturday -  December 17
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Saturday at 0800am............. ............. 0800am-1000am
For Classes with first or only Meetingon Saturday at 1100am...................  llOOam-OlOOpm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Saturday at 0200pm.......................... 02Q0pm-0400pm
Sunday -  December 18
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Sunday at 0800am..............................0800am-1000am
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Sunday at 1100am........................... llOOam-OlOOpm
For Classes with fitst or only Meeting on Sunday at 0200pm.....................  . . . ,0200pm-0400pm
Monday -December 19
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Monday at 0530pm .......................... 0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Monday at 0815pm..................... .. .0815pm-1015 pm
Tuesday -  December 20
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Tuesday at 0530pm.......:.................0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Tuesday at 0815pm...................... . . .0815pm-1015pm
Wednesday -  December-21
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Wednesday at 0530pm......  0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Wednesday at 0815pm....................  0815pm-1015pm
Thursday -  December 22
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Thursday at 0530pm..........   0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Thursday at 0815pm..........................08.15pm-1015pm
0700pm Courses
For classes with first or only meeting M, T, W or R at 0700pm.................. .....0745pm-1045pm
On regularly 
scheduled 
meeting day
Examination Notes:
1. All exam inations are to be  held  in the regularly assigned classroom . In courses where m ore than one room  is involved, the location o f  the  exam  w ill be  the sam e as the first 
room  o f  a  series (e.g., a course m eeting W F  m  different room s w ill have the exam  in  the W  room).
2. Courses w hich have a  start tim e o ther than those listed above should  follow  the exam  schedule for the  preceding class start tim e (e.g. a  course beginning at 9:30am  w ill follow 
the exam  period for courses w ith  a  first o r  only m eeting at 8:30am; a  course beginning at 12:00pm w ill follow  the exam  period for courses w ith a  first o r only m eeting at 
•11:30am). Faculty involved in teaching courses on a  “To B e A rranged” basis and w ho require an exam  room  are asked to m ake arrangem ents fo r a  specific tim e and room.
3 . Students w ith a tim e conflict in  their exam  schedule should im m ediately notify each faculty m em ber involved and m ake arrangem ents to  reschedule one o f  the exams.
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Theta Xi Mobilizes for Homeless
Karl de Vries 
Opinion Editor
In the life of a college student, being 
awake at 8:00 a.m. is usually the mark of 
an evening in its last stages, bedtime near­
ing and consequences put oif until later that 
day. Especially after a Friday evening when 
most Montclair State University students- 
unwind and hit the social scenes in search of 
a good time. Although the sun may be rising, 
this hour might as well be the middle of the 
night for the average 20-year-old. And with 
snow on the ground, an artic breeze in the 
air, being outside is hardly anyone’s idea of a 
good time. Unless, of course, you’ve signed up 
to volunteer for all of this.
This past Saturday, ten brothers of MSUs 
Theta Xi fraternity arrived in Paterson to 
help out with the local chapter of the Habitat 
For Humanity charity organization, for the 
purpose of helping construct houses for the 
homeless. For eight hours on this day, they 
took to the northside of the city to labor, 
interrupted only by a 45 minute lunch break. 
“I thought it would be a long and hard day, 
but it went pretty quick,” explained Andrew 
Berenguer, a senior English major and broth­
er of Theta Xi “I think we all had a good 
time.”
Contacted about the philanthropic oppor­
tunity through the Smoke Rise Community 
Church in Kinnelon (of which brother Dan 
Harraka is a member), this event marks the 
first time either the Gamma Mu chapter of 
Theta Xi or the church had volunteered for 
HFH. As philanthropy chairman for Theta 
Xi, Harraka contacted Margerie Agrafiotis, 
one of the Church Elders, for ideas regarding 
local community service. Although Agrafiotis 
had initially intended to involve the Smoke 
Rise congregation in the process, in the end it 
was the fraternity who showed up in force to 
help.
Although many of the brothers did not 
have any previous construction experience,
Karl de Vries I The Montclarion
Theta Xi labors for the sake of a good cause: (from left to right) John Fletcher, Karl de Vries, Paul Marchetti, Dan Harraka, Craig 
McCarthy, Matt Miller, Matt Unkel, Stacy McCoy and Nick DiDomenico(kneeling).
they were quickly briefed on what they need­
ed to do. Of course, the heavy lifting wasn’t 
entrusted to them; the homes are scheduled 
to become habitable by January, and thus 
the roof and the rest of the framework had 
already been completed.
And although the temperature outside 
was in the mid-30s, the temperature “wasn’t 
that bad because we were inside and putting 
up insulation,” according to Craig McCarthy, 
an undeclared sophomore. Many of the men 
arrived in heavy layers and coats, as well as 
gloves.
The brothers focused on putting up insula­
tion for the day, sizing, slicing and stapling 
the fluffy material to insulate the rooms in
which they were working. Often having to 
work on ladders to reach the ceilings of the 
rooms, the fiberglass of the insulation would 
often rain down upon them, leaving the men 
dusty and, a t the end of the day, very itchy.
“The actual work wasn’t  skilled labor,” 
recollects Harraka. “It was work everyone 
could do with little guidance. But it was as 
important as putting in plumbing or hanging 
sheet rock.” But if the work wasn’t  difficult, 
it quickly became tedious for those involved. 
Fortunately, the brothers were able to take 
turns franking out the workload, allowing 
everyone time to rest if desired. “We worked 
as a group, so it wasn’t  the hardest task to 
do,” said John Fletcher, senior recreation and
W I N T E R S E S S I O N
AT M I D D L E S E X  C O U N T Y  C O L L E G E
EDISON, NEW JERSEY
3 w ee ks of C o n c e n tra te d  C o u rses  
Classes begin December 27, 2005
Put your holiday break to good use!
• Earn credits in juât'three weeks that 
transfer back to your own college.
• Register by mail or in person.
• Visit our website for course offerings 
AND easy registration information.
Registration is ongoing.
C lass Schedule -  Most classes meet 
daily, December 27 through January 13 
or January 18, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
Check course offerings and availability 
from our website.
For information:
www.middlesexcc.edu
1-888-Y0U-4MCC
( 1-888-968-4622)
im a g in e
MIDDLESEX
C O U N T Y  C O L L  E G E
tourism major.
While most of the brothers began the day
“It was great to get 
together with my brothers 
and do something for the 
community, but what was 
more important to me is 
that people are beginning 
to grasp the real spirit of 
Greek life.”
Nick DiDomenico 
Theta Xi President
groggy and still half-asleep, by the first hour 
everyone was awake and, to their surprise, 
having a good time while working. “The 
morale of the grunts was very high,” jokes 
McCarthy. Even though most of the day 
was spent diligently accomplishing the job at 
hand, there was always time to joke around 
and good-heartedly laugh at one another.
“They split us into 2 crews, but there 
weren’t  enough stapleguns to go around, so 
we would steal them from each other all day” 
recalls Nick DiDomenico, President of Theta 
Xi.
“Paterson Habitat” has officially been an 
affiliate of HFH since 1984, when Reverends 
John Algera, Stanley Vander Klay and 
Don Sherow decided to bring the charity 
to Paterson. Up until its founding, no resi­
dential building permits had been issued 
for the city in almost thirty years. However, 
Paterson Habitat has been responsible for 
the construction of over 200 houses in the last 
20 years, in an effort to revitalize portions of 
a city that has been socially and economically 
stagnant over that stretch.
“It was great to get together with my 
brothers and do something for the commu­
nity, but what was more important to me 
is that people are beginning to grasp the 
real spirit of Greek life,” says DiDomenico, 
a senior math major. “All of us enjoyed our 
time there greatly, and we helped people out 
in the process. It was a  win-win situation, 
and we all agreed we would come back and 
do it again.”
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The Pain Of Succeeding
Doing The Things That People Are Not.
Rob Gilbert
Arts and Entertainment Editor
This message is w ritten especially for 
you if you want to do something great. If you 
don’t  want to do something great—stop read­
ing right now.
Since you’re still reading, that’s proof 
enough for me that you want to do something 
great. So, let’s get started.
If you want to do something great, you’ll 
have to do things that other people are not 
willing to do. The main reason other people 
will not do these things is because it gets too 
painful. Let me explain. . .
If you want to be a great athlete, you’ll 
have to run more, lift more, and practice 
more than others are willing to run, lift, and 
practice. Your competition will drop out when 
this gets too painful—but not you! You real­
ize that this pain is only temporary.
If you want to be a super student, you’re 
going to have to deal with pain too. Pain in 
the classroom is called “confusion.” You’re 
going to have to deal with the periods of 
confusion that accompany the understanding
of new ideas. Your competition will drop out 
when this gets too painful—but not you! You 
realize that this pain is only temporary.
If you want to be a great salesperson, 
you’re going to have to deal with pain as well. 
You’re going to have to sell your ideas, your 
book, or your talent. Pain in sales is called 
“rejection.”
You’re going to have to face this rejec­
tion before you make it on Broadway or onto 
The New York Times Best Sellers List. Your 
competition will drop out when this gets too 
painful—but not you! You realize that this 
pain is only temporary.
Here’s the secret: The pain is temporary, 
but the pride is forever.
Dan Walsh did something great! He 
was one of Montclair State’s greatest foot­
ball players ever. (Want some proof? Dan 
holds one of college football’s most amazing 
records. In a game against Ramapo College 
during his senior year, Dan ran the ball for 
46 consecutive offensive plays!) Last month, 
I was very proud when Dan, one of my former 
students, was inducted into the Montclair 
State University Athletic Hall of Fame.
Dan knows a lot about dealing with pain. 
I know the pain he went through working 
out. I know the pain he went through in 
the classroom. I also know the pain he went 
through when he wasn’t  starting on the 
football team and he almost quit. He fought 
through all this pain to become a superstar.
When he got inducted into the Hall of 
Fame, all that pain was in the past. The pain 
was temporary, but the pride Dan feels will 
last for the rest of his life.
It was that way with Dan Walsh and it’ll 
be the same way with you. The only way out 
is through.
After you go through the pain, confu­
sion, and rejection, and you become an All- 
American athlete, graduate with honors, or 
land your first dream job—all the pain will 
be in the past, but the pride will be part of 
you forever!
Need some motivation to fight through the 
pain? Call Dr. Gilbert’s Success Hotline 
at (973) 743-4690. Messages are available 
24/7/365—new messages every morning at 
7:30.
JESS
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are all among the top of our priorities. With 
all of these necessities, who can afford the 
$15 bottle of Vodka? I sure can’t, which is 
why, when I get really desperate, I simply sell 
my books back to the bookstore.
Sure, finals are coming and you might 
need to study, but what will you remember 
most when you graduate? Acing that last 
final, or the crazy party you threw solely on 
the profits of selling your books back early?
My point exactly. Don’t  waste money for 
books that will serve as paper weights or 
door stoppers. Instead, sell your books and 
buy some beer.
Procrastinate.com
If you’ve actually decided to write the 
term  paper that’s already three weeks late, 
congratulations ... I guess. In the event that 
you» find yourself sitting at your computer, 
empty-headed and coma-induced, search for 
some fun right at your fingertips.
The internet offers sites such as MySpace. 
com, Facebook.com and Friendster.com. Sites 
like these provide the perfect procrastination 
tool. So start clicking;maybe you’ll make a 
good use of time and stumble across an STD 
ridden college co-ed.
SHE SAID
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bothered by
Whichever method you choose to follow, 
think about it from his perspective too. He 
probably would feel the exact same way if 
he found a box of your own secret goodies. 
Before you ask him to trash his past, perhaps 
you should do away with your own.
Maybe it’s time to get rid of your time 
capsule and start fresh with a new person.
__ HE SAID
CONTINUED FROM P ???
The best advice I can give you is to push 
the shoebox back under the bed and forget 
it’s even there. Never mention this to him, 
and go on with your relationship. I under­
stand why you could feel hurt, but you have 
to understand that your boyfriend had a life 
before you. It’s not fair to punish him for try­
ing to hold on to it.
T a k e  a
How will you do when you take the LSAT?
Attend a FREE, 
full-length practice 
L SA T  and find out!
Saturday, 
September 24 
9:30am - 1:30pm
H A CKEN SA CK  
214 State Street
/ T \
¿ 5
To reserve a seat,
.-- f" call The Princeton Review today!
T h e
P r in c e t o n  (soo) 2-r e v ie w
R e v i e w  www.PrincetonReview.com
Taking the LSAT in December? Local classes start in early October!
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Gordon “Crosses Over” Into Success„ , , , , T __ , I M odern-D ay
A Student CEO On Love, Death And Negative People . . . .u a n a n iY
Jessica Havery 
Arts & Entertainment Editor
When 22-year-old Rahfeal Gordon regis­
tered at Montclair State University, he had 
already lived in five homeless shelters and 
enrolled in 12 schools. Just four years after 
signing into his first shelter, Rahfeal has not 
only conquered his past, but has used it to 
fuel the flames of his ultimate goal: “To be 
the next Bill Gates of entertainment.”
Sitting on a bar stool in my kitchen, 
Rahfeal hunches over a homemade dinner. 
It is easy to see that the marketing major is 
more than the average student. His smile is 
friendly; his gleaming eyes tell stories and 
his well-manicured hands move as he- talks. 
He looks like the kind of guy that had it easy, 
which is what most of his fellow students 
might believe.
Then they hear his story: In Rahfeal’s 
sophomore year in high school, his father, 
Cederic, dropped him off at a friend’s house 
and never returned. As a result, and without 
any other family members to step in, Rahfeal 
and his three brothers separated and took 
shelter at a number of different locations, 
only seeing each other while a t school.
A year later, after losing a job at Burger 
King for refusing to stay late and miss the 
shelter hours, Rahfeal found a job at Johnny 
Rockets. His boss allowed him to work addi­
tional hours to earn the $1,500 start-up cost 
for his first big entertainment endeavor. The 
event was a flop, but gave him the chance to 
get his name out after what turned out to be
M
Peter Schaus
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
Gordon’s story is an inspirational tale of impermanence that shows you can go from 
losing a job at Burger King to becoming “the next Bill Gates of entertainment.’’
a fortunate turn  of events.
After we finish a delicious meal, Rahfeal 
tells me about his high school years, the dif­
ference between friends and acquaintances, 
running his own company and the last words 
his brother said to him before his murder.
You’ve accomplished a goal, by 
starting Infinite Productions, which 
many people aren’t able to reach in 
their lifetime. How does that make
SEE ‘GORDON’ ON P. 12
Assassin Slays Audience With Laughs
Margaret Cho Does A Stand-Up Job In New Film
Peter Schaus
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
M araaret Cho: A ssassin
Dir Lc-rene Machado 
Starring- Margaret Cho
★ ★ ★
M argaret Cho has been rightfully declared 
i modern-day legend in the world of stand-up 
;omedy. Newcomers will find Cho to be the 
bisexual, Korean-American female counter­
part to the fake news anchors on The Daily 
Show with the politically satirical bent of 
George Carlin and the raunchy tongue of 
Richard Pryor.
What sets Cho apart from many of her 
contemporaries, who use comedy to further 
their own political agendas, are her steps 
toward a resolution.
During the release of their side project 
Team America: World Pohce, South Park 
creators Trey Parker and M att Stone were 
criticized for mocking the tactics that both 
conservatives and liberals use in fighting 
their battles. While Cho finds no ill will in 
taunting both the elephant and the donkey, 
she uses her acidic wit to help people to see 
the possibility of change, rather than just 
ridiculing the norm. She refuses to stand 
aside and let injustices occur without fight­
ing them in her own personal (and hilarious) 
way.
Margaret Cho: Assassin, which has been 
released directly to DVD, marks Cho’s 
fourth foray into the world of stand-up com­
edy film, following the suc­
cess of the first three films 
(I’m the One That I  Want,
Notorious C.H.O., and 
Cho: Revolution), several 
sold-out national tours 
and two Grammy-nomi- 
nated comedy albums.
Though Assassin is not her 
strongest entry (Notorious 
C.H.O. holds that ’distinc­
tion) Cho’s m aterial is 
always a cut above the 
average in terms of qual­
ity. ,
Assassin predominant­
ly centers around the dev­
astation and outrage that 
came with the reelection 
of George W. Bush in late 
2004. As Cho so beauti­
fully states a t the begin­
ning of the film, “At least 
now we have a color-coded 
map to where all the stu­
pid people five.”
One defining charac­
teristic of Cho’s comedy is 
her ability to seem equally 
adept at intelligently pok­
ing fun at the hypocrises in Bush’s presiden­
tial agenda and scraping the bottom of the 
barrel by describing the odoral variations in 
the genital hygiene of the Bush first ladies.
However, the Bush dynasty isn’t  the only 
one in Assassin who fells prey to Cho’s caus­
tic wit. Many of her expertly w ritten rants 
center around C hristian fundamentalists 
(“They think Spongebob is gay. Spongebob is
When discussing 
to note that even
courtesy of margaretcho.com 
Christian fundamentalists, Cho is quick 
Satanists are finding them mean.
a sponge. Clearly transgender”), pub­
lic figures (“Rush Limbaugh did so 
many drugs that Courtney Love would 
say “You know what? I can’t. I gotta 
work tomorrow’”), religious institu­
tions (“They found a new pope. They 
get all the cardinals together and play
S EE ‘CHO’ ON P. 13
Tyra Banks recently refocused her 
energy away from inflicting roid-rage- 
like hysterics upon the contestants on 
her reality series, America’s Next Top 
Model. In recent weeks, she has been 
actively involved in trying to convince 
the fashion community to better pohce 
the models dealing with substance 
abuse problems, in light of the public 
scandal involving fellow model Kate 
Moss’ cocaine addiction.
Kudos to the philanthropic Banks 
for recognizing such a forgotten cause. 
Far too often, celebrities forget the 
difficult plight of models in America 
today. Too much emphasis is placed on 
cancer and AIDS research, and other 
causes of actual social concern, while 
the drug problems of models go unno­
ticed. Genetic mutants pretem aturally 
disposed to razor-sharp cheekbones and 
impossibly fast metabolisms.
Never knowing the joy of paying a 
parking ticket or learning the value of 
a hard day’s work when all they have 
to do is stand around wearing designer 
clothes to be photographed. Earning 
massive amounts of disposable income 
and lacking the shred of intelligence to 
know what to. do with it.
It seems oddly appropriate that Kate 
Moss had such a predilection towards 
blow because, as Robin Williams once 
beautifully stated, “Cocaine is God’s 
way t»f saying you’re making too much 
money.”
This isn’t  the first time that Banks 
has offered her, albeit unneeded, servic­
es for a greater good. In 2001, she start­
ed TZONE, a program designed to help 
girls with self-esteem issues. Whatever 
insecurities these girls possessed before 
surely weren’t  exemplified by standing 
next to one of the most beautiful women I 
in the world. In an effort to relate to the 
girls, Tyra Banks was quoted as telling 
them when she was 14, she grew four 
inches and dropped 40 pounds without 
dieting. She went on to say that the 
skinny jokes her peers made were hurt­
ful and politically incorrect, while the 
young girls nodded and secretly wished 
for that sort of inappropriate abuse.
Tyra Banks’s charitable efforts have j 
been noble. Think of her as a more 
aesthically-pleàsing Gandhi. M artin 
Luther King, Jr. with a bigger rack. She 
will go down in history as a crusader, 
rather than a byproduct of American 
excess and materialism. It will come 
as no surprise to see Tyra Banks nomi­
nated alongside Bono for a Nobel Peace 
Prize. Let’s just hope that she can take 
a break from interviewing second-rate 
celebrities on her daytime talk show 
and verbally belittling her protégés on 
America’s Next Top Model in time to 
make the awards ceremony.
<
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you feel?
Rahfeal: It makes me feel like the king of 
a nation that nobody has really recognized 
yet.
Jessica: What nation is that?
Rahfeal: A nation where only the strong 
survive. A nation where the motto is “by any 
means necessary.”
Jessica: So, as king o f survivors, you decided 
to start an entertainment company. Why? 
Rahfeal: I was a social butterfly and music 
kept me going through the hard times. Even 
when I was staying in shelters I’d have 
music. Fd be the guy in the comer with the 
headphones.
Jessica: You started working on this idea of 
yours before coming to college?
Rahfeal: Yes. I held my first event in 1999, 
my high school junior year, but it was a flop. 
I lost the entire $1,500 that Fd saved for the 
party.
Jessica: What happened?
Rahfeal: I rented a club in Irvington, which 
is now closed, and advertised for the event. 
Fifty fliers just weren’t  enough and the event 
flopped due to lack of advertising. I just got 
lucky, an hour before closing, when people 
came in from another club that had already 
closed. I lost out on the money, but was able 
to get the name of Infinite Productions out 
there.
Jessica: Was your next event any better? 
Rahfeal: Yes. I co-hosted a high school party 
at Branch Brook Skating Rink with guest 
appearances from Star and Buckwild of Hot 
97 radio station.
Jessica: That m ust have gotten you a lot o f 
publicity.
Rahfeal: Maybe a little too much. When I 
showed up, the rink was already at capacity. 
The line of people trying to get in was twice 
the length of the skating r ink. The fire chief 
shut the rest of the people out, which led to 
a riot. Once that was calmed down, and the 
guest stars were allowed to enter the build­
ing, the party continued and was a hit. 
Jessica: Your parties have been banned in a 
‘few places because they bring in too many 
people. With that kind o f success, what made 
you decide to go to college?
Rahfeal: I wasn’t  really thinking about col­
lege at the time. I was more concerned with 
where I was sleeping.
Jessica: And, has college helped at all? 
Rahfeal: It helped me with my living situ­
ation and certain individuals (Christopher 
Kuretich, Carlyle Lawrence, Dean Harris 
and Sue Weston) really helped me.
Jessica: Has Montclair State University 
helped you academically?
Rahfeal: Nah, not really. My experience with 
Infinite Productions doesn’t  really count in 
class. I failed a marketing class and the 
course m aterial wasn’t  even applicable to the 
real world. I was supposed to take a break 
this semester but Sue Weston really pushed 
me to stay until I graduated. I had to choose 
to leave school and pursue my dreams, or 
postpone them until I graduate.
Jessica: Being successful at such a young age 
must have a down side. How do your friends 
react to your goals?
Rahfeal: My friends would play me out at 
first because they didn’t  see my dream. Now 
they see what I’m about and support me at 
my events.
Jessica: Do you encounter any negative feed­
back?
Rahfeal: Tons. But I don’t  mind the negative 
people. In fact, I love the negative people. 
Those people push me even harder.
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarlon
“I wasn’t really thinking about college at the time. I 
was more concerned with where I was sleeping.”
Jessica: Do you have any major supporters? 
Rahfeal: My brother Alfonso was my biggest, 
supporter. We always said that our past life 
was like pledging a fraternity. Becoming suc­
cessful is crossing.
Jessica: Tell me about Alfonso.
Rahfeal: The last time I saw him was this 
past June. We met up at a relative’s house 
and talked before he left. He’d turned to the 
streets and was selling drugs. I could see 
the brokenness in his eyes when he asked 
for help.
Jessica: What did he say?
Rahfeal He told me I was right; that he 
should have stayed in school and gotten a 
job. He said the money was just coming in too 
slow. Then he urged me to tell people about 
our struggle and reminded me that he loved 
me. I didn’t  see him after that. I got a call in 
July saying he’d been murdered.
Jessica: And how did that make you feel? 
Rahfeal: It was sad, and awkward. I plan 
events, but then I had to plan my brother’s 
funeral. I was taking summer classes a t the 
time and things were tough. Keith Fonseca 
helped me a lot by making me go to classes. 
It was a distraction.
Jessica: Did either o f your parents attend the 
funeral?
Rahfeal: They both showed up. My father fell 
asleep in the front row. I haven’t  seen him 
since the funeral. I see my mother, Tahi, now 
and then.
Jessica: How do you feel about your family? 
Rahfeal: I wish I just had two parents, 
period. Having a complete family would have 
balanced everything.
Jessica: How did not having a mother affect 
you?
Rahfeal: You get your heart broken a lot 
more without a mother there to warn you 
about women. There isn’t  anyone you can cry, 
or show your soft side to. But I had my grand­
mother. My grandmother is my mother. 
Jessica: Did you learn any valuable lessons 
from your grandmother?
Rahfeal: Tons. If you call a female your
girlfriend, it means she’s temporary and 
you’re still looking. If you ceill a female your 
wife, it means you’re done looking. I always 
thought I would m arry my first girlfriend. I 
was wrong.
Jessica: How old is your grandmother? 
Rahfeal: 21.
Jessica: No, really. Haha.
Rahfeal: Honestly, I don’t  know how old 
exactly. She always said a man shouldn’t  ask 
a woman her age.
Jessica: So you didn’t  marry your first girl­
friend. Is there a special someone in your life 
right now?
Rahfeal: 1 haven’t  had a serious relationship 
yet. I have someone in mind right now but I 
look for longevity, not the short term. People 
want the movie life but they have to realize 
there’s a lot more going on behind the scenes 
than there is on the big screen.
Jessica: Sort o f like your career. There’s a lot 
people don’t see; what’s next?
Rahfeal: I have a lot of ideas I want to work 
on. Lately, Fve been doing some motivational 
speaking. Fd like to write a book before the 
end of 2006. And Fve always wanted to open 
a café called Nuetie Soul Cafe.
Jessica: Nuetie Soul? Where did that name 
come from?
Rahfeal: It’s a combination of new school and 
poetic.
Jessica: You’ve got some pretty big goals 
ahead o f you. What would you say to other 
students with your ambition ahd dreams? 
Rahfeal: I would tell them to move before 
they speak. As soon as you talk about your 
goals aloudz, you’ll have haters trying to 
deter you.
Jessica: What do you think Alfonso would 
say right now i f  he were here?
Rahfeal: He’d call me a genius, but that’s just 
how he was. We always joked that I’d be the 
rose that grows out of the concrete. If he were 
here, he’d say I crossed over.
Nastassia Davis I The Montclarlon
Taking action on deep thoughts helped 
Gordon work his way from the ground up.
courtesy of Rahfeal Gordon
(above) Gordon holds his brother, Isaiah, 
with his mother and his brother, Alfonso, 
(below) Rahfeal poses with the light of his 
life, his grandmother.
courtesy of Rahfeal Gordon
“I don’t know how old [my grandmother] is. She 
always said a man shouldn’t ask a woman her age.”
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Vatican Idol”) and reproductive rights (“I 
want moming-after-pills more than over- 
the-counter. I want moming-after-pills with 
my check at dinner”). Of course, no Cho act 
would be complete without a rendition of her
famously befuddled and Old World-focused 
Korean mother. Though her mother suffered 
a health crisis this past year, Cho assured 
the audience that her mother continues to 
pressure her to work on “their” career.
Assassin marks 
Cho’s evolution as 
an artist very well. 
Cho is more out­
raged and impas­
sioned than she’s 
been in years and 
the film marks a 
return to the broad, 
in-your-face humor 
that launched her 
career. Her comedic 
timing is sharper 
than ever, but her 
tendency to allow 
the audience’s adu­
lation to distract 
her still brings her 
act to a sudden 
halt. Though she 
is sm art to keep 
the audience from 
overpowering her, 
the movie ends up 
being 30 minutes 
of stand-up mate­
rial, 30 minutes of 
applause and 25 
minutes of docu­
mentary footage.
She is sm art 
to drop the forced 
i n s p i r a t i o n a l  
speeches of her pre­
vious outings and 
allows her comedy
courtesy or margaretcno.com
Margaret Cho came under scrutiny this past year for saying “George 
W. Bush is not Hitler ... He could be if he applied himself.”
courtesy of margaretcho.com 
Cho’s comparison'of Ronald Reagan’s 
funeral to Weekend a t Bem ie’s  is worth the 
rental prince alone.
do the work of exciting and inspiring the 
audience. Perhaps in her next cinematic 
offering, Cho will go one step further and cut 
the self-serving documentary footage that 
opens and closes the film. It feels awkward 
to watch Cho talk about her status as a cul­
tural trailblazer and the pretentious tone of 
the footage devalues the humble and genuine 
nature of her routine.
The stand-up comedy film will never 
be known for its creativity, which director 
Lorene Machado is sm art to recognize.
Instead of going for needlessly flashy 
technique, Machado uses the camera to cap­
ture the subtle nuances and broad strokes of 
Cho’s act and has crafted a solid film with 
Margaret Cho: Assassin.
M emoirs of a Geisha 
Dir. Ron M arshall 
Starring Ziyi Zhang and Ken 
W atanabe
Brokeback Mountain 
Dir. Ang Lee 
Starring Jake Gyllenhaal 
and Heath Ledger
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Curtain Call
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Thursday 8
Depeche Mode- Madison Square 
Garden
Jägerm eister Music Tour featuring 
Disturbed- Starland Ballroom
Friday 9
Dave M atthews Band- Madison 
Square Garden
Story o f the Year- The Chance 
Saturday 10
Babyface- Apollo Theater 
Sunday 11
Fiona Apple- Nokia Theatre 
Times Square 
B ill Cosby- Apollo Theater
Monday 12
Dane Cook- Continental Arena 
Gwen Stefani- Mohegan Sun Arena
Tuesday 13
Staind- Starland Ballroom
Wednesday 14 
Tony Orlando- Mhegan Sun 
Cabaret
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Jessica Suico
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
Movies adapted from books are generally 
something you watch as a last act of des­
peration for lit class if the Sparknotes aren’t  
posted online. They’re gross representations 
of the literary work, but at least you found 
out who killed whom. There are those books- 
tumed-movies that aren’t  horrible depictions 
of the writer’s original ideas, though many 
attempts really do a disservice to both medi­
ums. The psychological depth that makes 
good novels tick is surprisingly tough to 
capture.
In a successful adaptation, acres of plot 
must be reduced to a scene, elaborate descrip­
tions must come together in a captivating 
glimpse and slow character sketches must 
be painted faster than the speed of light. 
And you must never forget to add on some 
signature lines to sweeten the script for your 
superstar cast.
It’s a miracle that every book-to-movie 
rendition isn’t  a flop. There are those great 
books that became good movies. So, here are 
the top seven books that became great mov­
ies, because 10 is just much too generous.
|wwThe Shining
/  Not since the days of Linda Blair’s 
fl foulmouthed, spinning head has such a 
phrase ‘Redrum! Redrum! Redruuuuuum!’ 
come out of the mouth of a child so terrifying. 
In this occurrence, the possessed little devil 
is Danny Torrance (Danny Lloyd), whose 
parents have taken on the job of temporary 
caretakers of a secluded off-season resort. 
Scads of snow, deserted towns, silent phone­
lines, etc. set this flick up to be a frightful 
scare.
Danny’s dad, a w riter named Jack (Jack 
Nicholson), and his mother Wendy (Shelly 
Duvall) have
problems, and 
the biggest ones 
aren’t  Jack’s 
d rink ing  or 
anger manage­
ment troubles. 
The moment 
they step into 
the Overlook 
Hotel, you can 
tell it’s going to 
become a hotel 
of horrors.
Nicholson is a scary guy in general, but 
add the axe and you’re in for some ride. 
Director, Stanley Kubrick’s talents are dis­
played at full force here, in a masterful mix 
of subtle and deliberate visual terror. Still, 
no one can tell a horror story quite like 
Stephen King, and the original history of 
Jack’s own abusive and alcoholic father lends 
a psychological edge that’s is absent from 
the movie. King tells this story best, where 
Kubrick fells short.
6 Fast Times At Ridgemont HighDon’t  be scared, but somewhere, maybe in your neighborhood or, more than 
likely, your local 7-11, exists a real Jeff 
Spicoli.
It’s true. Spicoli, 
surfer dude, pizza 
fiend and overall 
pain to Ridgemont 
High history teacher,
Mr. Hand, is in feet, 
a real character,
With the names 
changed to protect 
identities, all of the 
characters are real.
Former “Rolling
Stone” w riter and now big-time director 
Cameron Crowe went undercover as a high 
schooler, a la Drew Barrymore in Never Been 
Kissed, without making out with his English 
teacher. Crowe ¿pent a year, hanging out 
with, and secretly taking notes on, the real- 
life Spicoli (Sean Penn), brother and sister 
Brad and Stacy Hamilton (Judge Reinhold 
and Jennifer Jason Leigh) and Stacy’s “expe­
rienced” best bud, Linda (Phoebe Cates).
The Amy Heckerling-directed film con­
denses Crowe’s journalistic insight of high 
school life into an absolute geek tragedy. It 
includes all the drama as well, such as Brad’s 
fall from grace in the world of fast-food 
employment, Spicoli’s post-grad aspirations 
and Stacy’s abortion.
While the book, which is unfortunately 
out of print and rare to find, is a more 
thoughtful take on the lives of these high 
schoolers, no words could ever fully portray 
Penn’s brilliant take on the surfer dude.
5 The Silence Of The LambsAnthony Hopkins’ portrayal as Hannibal Lecter is one of the most ter­
rifying performances in horror-film history. 
And it figures that brainy serial killer Dr. 
Hannibal “the Cannibal” Lecter is the only 
one warped enough to help a vulnerable 
.FBI agent (Jodie Foster) get inside the mind 
of serial murderer “Buffalo Bill.” But the 
wiley creep will only 
assist her if she’s 
clever enough to 
play his game of cat 
and mouse.
Thomas Harris’s 
book is a tightly 
woven, multilayered 
thriller. It delivers 
best as a matter-of- 
fact story that allows 
the reader to be hor­
rified because of the 
events that unfold, 
not because the author tells the reader to be 
scared. And the movie works well because it 
matches the book’s overall tone.
It’s a movie about serial killers so it doesn’t 
take much to figure out that something bad 
is going to happen. But the trick about this 
movie is that you can never quite figure out 
what the bad stuff will be. And, as proof to 
just how creepy it is, it scares the crap out of 
you every time you watch it!
j t  To Kill A Mockingbird 
f  \  Harper Lee, the author of this amaz- 
•JLing book, often said she set out write 
nothing more than a simple little love story. 
But her 1960 novel has become one of the 
best coming-of-age stories in American lit­
erature.
W ith rich detail 
and character descrip­
tion that is difficult to 
transfer to film, To Kill 
a Mockingbird is still a 
great movie. That, not 
surprisingly, is because 
of the Oscar-winning 
performance of Gregory 
Peck.
As a 1930s Alabama 
attorney Atticus Finch, Gregory Peck lends 
a quiet dignity to his role as one of the most 
respected citizens in town. Finch finds 
himself at the center of controversy when 
he defends Tom Robinson (Brock Peters), a 
black man wrongly accused of raping a white 
woman.
prevailing.
With many awards between the book and 
the film, Lee and director Robert Mulligan’s 
movie adaptation share equal distinction for 
)both their mediums.
SCfaeleesIn this contemporary adaptation of the Jane Austen classic Emma tells the tale 
¡of flighty rich girl Cher (Alicia-Silverstone) 
and her best friend Dionne, both “... named 
after famous singers of the past who now do 
) infomercials.”
W riter-director 
Amy Heckerling, 
a m aster of the 
teen comedy genre, 
dressed up the 
dusty Austen tale 
in designer cloths 
and planted it in 
swanky Beverly 
Hills, complete with 
valley girl slang, but 
the story remains 
the same.
Spoiled, but 
'lovable, valley brat Cher has rejected the 
'  advances of would-be boyfriends, saving her- 
) self for Brad Pitt, and decides that her time 
» would be better used to match other people 
up instead.
The well-intentioned tampering means 
)that frumpy new girl Tai (early Brittany 
»Murphy without the peroxide in her hair) 
'is  going to get a makeover, lonely teachers 
*Mr. Hall (Wallace Shawn) and Miss Geist 
)(Twink Caplan) are going to get the hook-up 
»and a group of disaster victims are going to 
- be eating caviar from Cher’s charity drive.
In the end, we see that Cher is not as 
) selfish or as clueless as we might have 
»thought, when she realizes that her true 
love is college boy Josh (Paul Rudd). Her 
'stepbrother. Kinda gross, but whatever!
Don’t  be mistaken, Jane Austen is cool 
»and all, but Alicia Silverstone’s sassy teen- 
star breakthrough and a great soundtrack 
' make this the third flick of our choice.
2 Gone With The Wind
One of the most 
»expensive movies ever 
made, Gone With the 
Wind is also one of the 
imost successful and 
¡renowned movies of 
all time.
In short, it is a
simple tale of a bratty, but beautiful, girl and 
her quest for love and to save her home. Gone 
With the Wind remains timeless because of 
the universal appeal of its themes.
Scarlett O’Hara’s (Vivien Leigh) fate 
is sealed when her blind determination to 
marry Ashley Wilkes (Leslie Howard), who 
loves another woman, leads her to miss her 
one chance to be with that scoundrel Rhett 
Butler (Clark Gable), a man who under­
stands her and loves her anyway!
With nearly half the film’s running time 
devoted to the Civil War and its aftermath, 
Gone With the Wind is also a harrowing 
visual depiction of the ravages of war. It pro­
vides a history lesson citing important dates 
and battles during the movie.
Both the prize-winning novel and movie 
are ridiculously long, but neither the 1,000- 
plus- page book or the four-hour-long movie 
is too much.
1 The GodfatherWhile giving proper acknowledgement to Mario Puzo’s bestselling mobster 
page-turner, Francis Ford Coppola’s film is 
truly an epic.
A story that touches upon almost every 
issue that could threaten a family, particular­
ly one as large, powerful and corrupt as the 
Corleones, Coppola’s 
Mafia masterpiece 
chronicles the ups 
and downs of one 
family’s attempt to 
carve its place in 
America.
Don Vito (Marlon 
Brando), his son 
Santino * (James 
Caan) and, even­
tually, revered son 
Michael (A1 Pacino),
order and execute revolting acts of violence. 
The family depends upon their intimidation 
of those less powerful for their accumulation 
of riches.
Still, we like these bad-boy gangsters 
and even root for them as the antiheros of a 
heinous sort. Perhaps it’s because, in Puzo 
and Coppola’s thug life, no one is all good or 
all bad, shading all of the characters in gray. 
Still, in the end, everyone-gets what they 
deserve.
It’s nothing personal, strictly business, 
but the viewers choose to watch this movie 
over and over again. Not that someone would 
have to put a gun to your head to read Puzo’s 
richly detailed novel, either. It’s the ultimate 
“good read.” Either is an offer you can’t 
refuse so do me this one small.service: read 
the book and see the movie.
T O  K i l l  A 
M O C K ’XG"
'ÊSÊiÊmÈWâ
Told by Scout (Mary Badham), Atticus’ 
precocious young daughter, the story reveals 
a great lesson in tolerance, the irrationality 
of racism and the painful reality of injustice
I NEED YOUR ARTISTIC
EYEDEAS
Join my new 
class, learn what 
art really 
is and try out 
your ideas.
NINE LESSONS 
OF LIGHT
IN TR O D U C TIO N  
T O  A R T  AN D  D E S IG N  
W ITH  M IC H A E L  A D A M S
MSU ADJUNCT AND NYC 
DESIGNER/ART DIRECTOR 
& WRITER
SPECIAL NEW 
WORKSHOP STARTS 
JANUARY 18
OPEN TO ALL 
MSU STUDENTS
Previous art classes not 
required but welcome
ARGS 260-04 Call#10202 
Wednesdays 6:00-9:20PM CA224A
www.them ontclarion.org ARTS & ENTERTAINM ENT
H H H H B
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The festivities at OSAlTs African Celebration 
included poetry readings, dance numbers, guest 
speakers and instrumentalists.
1. The ladies o f NASO Dance Troupe.
2. A  pin drop could be heard as the audience listened 
to Jonathon Ware perform bis piece on one man, one 
woman and “Africa.”
3. Emefa Duho and. Judith Mills pose in their lovely 
African garb.
4. Eddie Hamilton prepares for his drum solo as the 
female performers take center stage.
5. As students fill the room, Jonathon Ware plays 
freely on the keys.
6. Students perform a powerful dance from the moth­
erland.
mm
iPhotos on this page were taken b 
photographer Nastassia Davis
B e c o m e  a
“BARTENDER”
& Earn Extra “$” 
While Attending School
® Full Training 
q Certification
q. Guaranteed Unlimited /  Lifetime 
Job Placement Service
Call NOW!! (973)-744-2525
l u u v o  vegetarian food, with 
no MSG or other artificial 
preservatives, 
cholesterol
and no saturated fat, spedaly 
prepared by chefs with your 
nd. And its just 
or ride away on 
Valley Road in 
Upper M ontdak
Ask about our DAIRY-FREE
631 Valley R d ., Upper Montclair, New Jersey 070431
Tel: (973) 783-1088/7088 F a x : (97f |
Be sure to stopin and pick up a delivery 
menu. Our entire menu will soon be 
a v a ila b le  on our w eb site ,
www.veyrgieheavenni.cona
»REE BEU VEkT !
1
I ENTIRE MEAL I w /  $ 2 5  .P u r c h a s e  •
II with this coupon! | with tin i coupon! |
^(i-É    I Fipin II 11 '\ iffî)^  (Eap ire^ l/1/^  j j | j |
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P e a k  p e r f o r m a n c e
*  Celebrating The Creative Voice /q J IV /IO I I
DANCE ® MSU
Works-A- Foot
A presentation of the MSU Department
of Theatre and Dance
T he first concert of the season features Jo seLimon's masterpiece A Choreographic Offering with music by Johann Sebastian Bach. This 
work, choreographed in 1964, is a seam less marriage 
of movement and m usic, and is Limón's tribute to his 
teacher and mentor, Doris Humphrey.
DATES AND TIM ES:
December 8, 9, 10 at 7:30pm 
December 11 at 2pm
P R IC E : $ 1 5
m s udance studio theatre
Super Vision
THEATER MSU
“..a slick, seamless performance that combines 
theater with technology, where live actors 
can walk into a projected set that looks real”
-Star Tribune 
Conceived and created by
T H E  B U I L D E R S  A S S O C IA T IO N  and d b o x  
Directed by M A R IA N N E  W E E M S
DATES AND TIM ES:
December 8, 9, 10 at 7:30pm
P R IC E : $ 3 5
memorialauditorium
ÜÉ
k NEW JERSEY 
^  SIATE COUNCIL 
“JT^-ON THE ARTS
Let My People Go A Spiritual Journey along the Underground Railroad
Spirituals arranged by Donald McCullough, script by Denny Clark and featuring the Montclair State University Chorale, Heather J . Buchanan, conductor
STATE Au 
CJNIVERSiTY
M A I N E N T R A N C E N O R M A L
December 10 at 7:30pm & 11 at 3pm 
Price: No Charge
M ade possible through t ie  generosity of The Keeling  Craw ford Foundation, too.
For tickets and to join our mailing list
call 973-655-5112
or visit us online at
www.montclair.edu/kasser
A V E M O N T C L A I R N E W J E R S E Y
No Charge tor MSU Undergrads through Performing Arts Fee. Discounts for MSU staff, faculty, graduate students and alumni. Convenient 
parking located adjacent to the Kasser Theater. Direct train and bus service available weekdays.
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C C S
^ p O L ID A Y  LUNCH 
lit DECEMBER 15 
STUDENT CENTER DININ
ROOM
G inger C arro t Soup 
Hand Carved Prime Rib 
Chicken Breast Kiev 
Seafood Newburg 
Wild Rice Blend 
Rosemary Roasted Potatoes 
Asparagus w/ Roast Shallot
B utter . .
M ^ lCauliflower Au G ratin jH  
H B I  ■[■% I Tiramisu
P a s t r i e l ^ » »  
H H  f c :$10.40 + fa x  H i
|3 £ l| !* o € p a  ^ a le J il l  
BringthisAdfor
Rathskeller
Open 9am - 9pm
Coupon valid through 1/31/06. Not to be combined with 
any other offer. Only one coupon per customer, per visit.
what's happening at
MSU Dining 
Services
this week?
.variable
Holidays!
a n v  R e ta il
■ ■ ■ ■ I
information
m
[ C-Siore! 
NewFroduetsnow
$1.00difanygrocery
everything from 
toothpaste to tissues!
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The Chicken and the Cow
Koran Frankfort I The Montclarion
Now, now, our elected friends over at the Student Government 
Association, don’t  worry about the content and attitude published 
in your Montclarion each week It’s never teen  personal; after all, 
we, as elected newseditors, can only hope to report the facts and 
actions we witness. Good publicity isn’t  unlike the well-respected 
kid at school the more he shares, the more people want to come 
over and play with him.
On the Other hand, the legitimacy of any governing body is 
determined by the maimer in which it conducts itself Lately, 
meetings of the SGA seem to be having more in common with a 
floundering TV sitcom than an actual congregation of political rep- 
resenatives. This week’s episode: a proposed bill that would have 
forced SGA Treasurer Dave Kois to shave his head was voted down, 
Attorney General Eatima Chak having found the bill to be uncon­
stitutional The “logic* behind the “Dave the Official Lighthouse” 
bill was that because his newly-shaved head would have a  smooth, 
clean surface, light would reflect off of it and draw attention to the 
burgeoning student service that the SGA represents.
This year, the SGA has, if anything, taken itself too seriously 
in its capacity in serving the students. Whether it be evidenced 
by Angelo’s request to co-sign every organization’s budget line 
transfer, or their general spotty and lukewarm cooperation with 
the campus press corps, it’s completely permissible that they have 
some fun every once in a while to lighten the mood. Such bills 
as Kois’ above are certainly written for the purpose of being “in* 
jokes.
On the other hand, when meetings are running for four hours, 
perhaps certain issues should become expendable. Case in point 
the mfamous-in-the-makmg “Cow bill,* in which a black and white 
heffer would be allowed onto campus to produce fresh milk for the 
students. A bizarre joke this is no t rather, this has consumed the
the SGA has, if anything, taken 
itself too seriously...”
SGA electorate over the past week and merited fifteen minutes of 
debate during the meeting of Nov, 30.
And as if the idea itself wasn’t  laughable enough, there’s more 
from the “truth is stranger than fiction” department; the cow would 
be housed in the bookkeeper’s office and cleaned up after by Vice 
President Amy Chicken and Secretary Stephanie Sattelberger, 
who would soon learn a new interpretation of the term “shoveling 
it*  After all, being President does have its perks... ‘
As a water-cooler joke, this is completely appropriate and, dare 
it be said, mildly clever. However; when debate for ludicrous topics 
such as these me given preference over those of actual usefulness 
to the student body, there’s a major problem. How would you feel if 
you were representing an SGA organization and Bessie the Brown 
Cow was bogging more debate and thought than your budget 
request?
The SGA is an organization that is currently vying for campus 
recognition and respect; only a fraction of the undergraduate 
population voted in the elections held last April. It’s  doubtful 
that the average Montclair State University student has any real 
grasp on how the SGA affects their college experience, and this is 
unfortunate when they serve to represent them.
It comes down to a m atter of priorities; important issues must 
make up the notable discussion topics of meetings, not frivolous 
conversation. After all, if it’s a te tte r image the SGA is pursuing, 
it’s themselves that perpetuate good or bad coverage.
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Subtle Shuttle Success Improves MSU
MSU Shuttle Service Makes Student Transportation Convenient, Easy To Get Around
“Overall, the shuttles at MSU run on a pretty smooth 
system.” . ,
Montclair State University shuttles - 
everyone uses them, but do they meet our 
satisfaction? My experience with the shuttle 
bus system has been pleasant thus far in my 
Montclair experience. As a freshman, I am 
proud to say that I have 
only gotten on the wrong 
shuttle one time! The 
buses on the whole have 
been convenient and the 
drivers have been cour­
teous.
My experience with 
the shuttles have been
J M I T I I C  L I  n i l  A . - I ICORYELL satisfying and pleasant.
CO LU M N IST The drivers, especially
---------------------- those of the NJ Transit
buses, are always friendly. They, quite often 
will go out of their way to ensure the safety 
and convenience of the student.
When it rains, the drivers will pull as close 
to the parking deck as they can so we remain 
dry. Many times, they will wait for an indi­
vidual near the deck’s entrance who may be 
running late for class. On several of my trips, 
the drivers have kindly brought students to 
destinations out of route closer to their cars 
or another building.
Despite the service’s friendly drivers and 
convenient routes, there are some downfalls 
to the shuttles. For example, why does it 
appear as though The Village buses go by 
four times before one NJ Transit bus comes?
Especially when it is cold and unseasonable the 
shuttles are unpredictable. The drivers seem to 
take breaks at the same time, leaving students 
stranded in the cold or the rain. Perhaps if the 
school were to add a couple of more buses, even 
one to each route, students would not have to 
wait as long to get to their destination.
Of course there are some good days and 
some bad in the consistency of the shuttles. If 
the drivers are on a break at the same time, 
people will have to find alternate ways to get to 
their destination. These delays make students 
late for classes, especially if they are commut­
ing. Running late to class? Forget the 
shuttle; just walk from your car because 
you will never get to class on time!
Overall, the shuttles at MSU run on 
a pretty smooth system. The drivers are 
courteous and will go out of their way for 
students. Everyone has a bad day and the 
shuttle system is not perfect, so you are 
sure to miss a bus once in a while.
As a freshman, I do not have another 
semester to compare my experience to but 
personally, I have not had much trouble. 
New buses may help but the friendly per­
sonalities of the drivers make the wait not 
so bad. I am just thankful I do not have to 
walk from the Transit deck to my class in 
the cold!
Jamie-Lynn Coryell, a Business major, is in her 
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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Farewell from A Notable Newshawk
Graduating Arts & Entertainment Editor Jessica Havery Reminisces About Montclair
JESSICA 
HAVERY 
ARTS AND  
ENTERTAIN M EN T  
EDITOR
Until I sat down to write this article, I 
never imagined that saying goodbye to my 
life at Montclair State University would be 
difficult. But it is. Four 
years on this campus 
have brought me more 
friends, lessons, love, 
understanding and 
experiences than I could 
ever describe.
Spending my first 
two years as a resident 
in an “unhealthy” living 
environment led me to 
the' area of campus life 
that I now consider to 
be a part of my family. 
Residence Life gave me a job, a single room 
and some of my closest friends. As a Resident 
Assistant who knows what it’s like to be just 
a resident, I’d like to tell current and future 
students to have faith in the growing depart­
ment. Don’t  be so quick to point fingers when 
things don’t  go your way.
It isn’t  the Bohn Hall Director’s fault that 
pipes burst. (See: Mother Nature and the 
Physical Plant) It isn’t Regina Sargent’s fault 
you’re living in a hotel. (See: the Admission’s 
office and the University’s enrollment goals 
for 2008.) My point is, there’s always someone 
higher up pulling on the puppet strings. Try 
to have patience during frustrating times 
because, I assure you, Residence Life staff 
members can be equally as frustrated.
Dealing with six semesters of my own 
frustrations as an RA united me with an 
entire community of mentors and student 
leaders. It isn’t until you can compare hellish 
duty nights complete with UPD calls, cam­
pus-wide blackouts and public urination that 
you realize the true meaning of staff support. 
It was that staff support that led me to my 
closest friend and current roommate. And, of 
course, that friendship limed me to the office 
of the best organization on campus.
For three semesters, I have spent 75 per­
cent of my time in front of my Mac, hounding 
administrators for quotes and slaving away 
a t The Montclarion news desk. I became 
Jessica “Slavery to the News Desk” Havery 
and spent my Wednesdays in the window- 
free dungeon of the Student Center annex 
never knowing what time of day it was, or 
what time our staff would get out the follow­
ing morning.
I made it through constant corrections,
“Looking back, it’s easy for me to see that it wasn’t the 
inconsistent diner and shuttle services that formed 
my opinion of MSU.”
the sweltering temperatures and the 4:00 
a.m. diner trips with more “real world” expe­
rience than I could have ever learned in a 
journalism class.
Looking back, it’s easy for me to see that 
it wasn’t  the inconsistent diner and shuttle 
services that formed my opinion of MSU. 
While those Services have had their moments 
(and still will, I’m sure), they, very similarly 
to myself, have done a great deal of changing 
in the course of four years. My involvement 
at this University and the memories that 
Fve made far outweigh the cold hours I spent 
waiting for the late-night shuttle bus. This 
campus has provided me with a home, a fam­
ily and one wild ride.
A few thank yous to those of you that 
helped me along the way...
Mom: You are my superglue. Every time 
I felt like giving up and coming home you 
pushed me back together and encouraged 
me to keep it up. Always remember that you 
deserve better and, if you ever need a laugh, 
take a look at the cartoon I gave you. Love 
you.
“Masculine” Mike: By far thé best room­
mate ever. You lured me in, hook, line and 
sinker. Here’s to countless hours of Res Life 
servitude and late-night Diner trips. I will 
never look at another chicken finger, bottle 
of ketchup, apple martini or anti-Bush ad 
without thinking of you.
Phil: You have been such a fun person to 
live with! Thanks for always being there to 
listen, when no one else cared to be bothered; 
it means more to me than you think. When 
all else fails, we’ll always have crisp crunch 
and the boy down the hall, hehe. Remember: 
We’re so college!
Kore: I never would have imagined that 
we’d have so much fun together. Blanton 
trips and caffeine overdoses wouldn’t  have 
been nearly as fun without you. In fact, when 
you’re done copyediting this page, let’s go get 
a cup of coffee.
Jose: Ahhh ... my sports guy. I am forever 
indebted to you for my new knowledge of
sports trivia. Thanks for all the “he said” 
advice on the back steps and for keeping me 
grounded when times get tough. Til always 
remember you as my gravity.
Nastassia: I wish we’d started our up-all- 
night tradition a while ago! I’ve had so much 
fun with you the last few weeks and want 
you to know how beautiful a person you are. 
Don’t ever let anyone make you feel sub-par 
or unworthy, because it’s them that is missing 
out on something wonderful.
Dominique: Ahh, the photo editor. My sec­
tion wouldn’t  have been anything without the 
photos and I appreciate all of your hard work. 
Thanks so much!
Luis: You’re my favorite graphics man, 
hehe. Thanks for all the hot graphics and 
constant patience. You made my section, and 
the office, so much fun. One day, though, you 
should try coming out from behind the con­
crete wall. Nas and I will sing you a song. ©
Sproviero: It’s been so much fun having 
you in our little comer to bounce my “she 
said” ideas off of. One day your graphics are 
going to make some magazine/album stand 
out above all the rest.
Suico: You have gotten so much better as 
an assistant, writer and friend. Keep up the 
good work and I’m sure you’ll be the newest 
addition to the paper. Thanks for the swipes, 
and the many, many corrections!
Peter: Dedication is a must, and you’ve got 
it. Thanks for your creative input and consis­
tent efforts. You’ve gotten much better with 
the little things and I’m excited to see you as 
a part of the paper when I leave. Thanks for 
the chit-chat on the back steps.
Chantal: If I could remember that night, 
believe me, it would be one that I’d never 
forget. (“Where’s your shirt?”) You’re going to 
do just fine when I leave, so keep up the good 
work.
MJ: You are the perfect replacement for 
Jose in Sports with all your crazy hijinks. 
You’ve just taken off as an editor and it’s nice 
to see someone tackle a section with such 
passion.
Karl: You and your snide little smirk will 
always have a place in my memory. Fm pretty 
sure that you owe me a lunch, or two dinners, 
after that crazy opinion content.
Elissa: Can you believe it’s been three 
years already? Our memories will never 
be forgotten. Here’s to: Starbucks, shopping 
sprees, 30-second records and the search for 
real men. Love you.
Fahtema: You, who stood out among the 
useless, were always there with a baked 
potato and a smile. Our late-night gripe ses­
sions, trips to Boston Market and our step-by- 
step relationships helped me survive the year 
when I didn’t  think I could. Congrats on the 
engagement!
Blue: Your advice and support over the 
past two years have been unfailing. Thank 
you for the snow ball fights, your invaluable 
insight and your awesome friendship. Fm 
done! So let’s go get that drink!
Gem: The one that made training more 
fun them it ever should have been ... I never 
did see you as a superior. You’ve been my 
director, supervisor, colleague and friend. 
Thanks for all the great laughs and crazy 
IMs. You’ve always come through for me, 
except... I never did get that red light bulb. 
RS. Hire me!
Village Staff: You guys have been more fun 
than you can believe. Charlie Brown trees, 
the office pet rock, secret revelations, dinner 
at Camille’s and so many more memories will 
stay with me forever.
Deep Throat: Thanks for the tip.
Bill: We’ll always have Webster and the 
start of something “Brand New.”
There aren’t  enough pages in the opinion 
section for me to thank everyone who has 
touched me in some way or another. From 
the housekeeping staff that cleans our office 
to the professor who encouraged me to follow 
my dreams, I have felt the love from every 
comer of this campus.
To everyone I leave behind, I say: Make 
the best of your college years and you will 
remember them forever. Don’t  party too hard 
your freshman year. Don’t  eat the meat in 
the Ratt. And if someone of authority, say a 
professor in your major, attempts to squelch 
your dreams and piss on a year’s worth of 
hard work, don’t  let them.
Jessica Havery, an English major, is in her 
first year as Arts and Entertainment Editor for 
The Montclarion.
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Xenons: A Shining 
Example of Rudeness
Selfish Drivers Ignoring Road Courtesy for Own Benefit
The other night, I was taking what would 
normally be a pleasant drive. I was whipping 
around a beautiful and curvy road which 
nermits sneeds on to 50 miles per hour. As it 
)almy winds caressed my 
making me feel absolutely 
den, another car zoomed 
s brights turned on. “Ah! 
thought to myself. Then 
iese were not the brights, 
monly known as Xenon
IM leTsToniroversy about Xenon lights. 
i m k i  (and many other people, according 
CDiliMStfiTarticle on USAToday.com) do not 
like them, because they can ruin your experi­
ence on the road temporarily, but they may 
be safer. Xenon lights are closer to sunlight 
than the common halogen bulb, so they 
illuminiate roads better. They are being 
marketed to consumers who are concerned 
about safety and aesthetics. As a result, 
these Xenon lights are expensive.
They are marketed on brand new 
luxury cars like Audi, BMW and Mercedes 
Benz. Obviously, these concerns are not com­
mon to only those who can afford new luxury 
cars. So, in response to the development 
of Xenon lights, a market has cropped up 
for those who would like to install the blue 
lights on their current vehicles. It is possible 
to buy these lights and install them yourself 
or a t your local mechanic’s. Therein lies the 
problem.
A Google search yielded some information 
that could possibly lead to some insight as to 
why Xenon lights are bothersome to drivers 
(like myself) who don’t  appreciate a sword 
through their retinas on a midnight drive. 
When the less costly method of Xenon lights 
is used (buying and installing the lights inde­
pendent of a dealer), the lights, which have a 
bright beam that closely resembles the sun, 
can be angled incorrectly.
When people install Xenon headlights 
into their cars, it is their prerogative how the 
lights are angled. This is where the hazard 
lies. Xenon lights should be angled at the 
ground, where the super beam will bounce 
and reflect light for the driver. When angled 
at the ground, the lights are superior. Cars 
that come from a dealer’s lot will be angled 
southward. However, the lights can look cool 
when they aren’t  angled a t the ground. The 
beam, which carries colors, is delightful to 
the driver’s eye when it is pointed upwards. 
However, this is precisely when the lights are 
blinding to other drivers.
The beam of light that is produced from 
Xenon headlights is much more efficient 
than the regular halogen bulb that is used in 
most cars on campus, and in America. These 
super head-beams, or blue-lights, give off 300 
percent or more light than standard halogen 
bulbs. They light up signs better, and the 
light is closer to daylight than the halogen 
bulb. Xenon lights use much less of the car’s 
energy, therefore preserving it for other func-
Iman C. Leslie, an Art & Design major, is in her 
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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tions. When they are used correctly, they are 
desirable; energy conservation is quite likely 
to be a hot topic in the next 10 to 20 years.
So there you have it; Xenon lights are 
great for safety and good old Mother Earth. 
Yet those who see these lights on a dark road 
may have trouble adjusting to the brilliance 
of the glare they emit when they’re angled 
incorrectly. Driving courtesy in America gen­
erally dictates that when using brights, you 
use them when no other cars are going to 
suffer from the glare.
I have been around many people when 
people will exclaim at the audacity of people 
who do not observe this rule. It is an expec­
tation that other drivers will acknowledge 
another driver’s presence and make adjust­
ments for him or her. Xenon lights are 
brighter than the common brights. When 
angled wrong, these lights create a veto to a 
common practice in American driving rules.
What is going to be next? Car alarms 
already go off (and are ignored) in the middle 
of the night, to the exasperation of those who 
are trying to catch some shut-eye; motorcy­
clists and cars with souped-up mufflers cre­
ate awftd noise pollution; road rage is pretty 
scary -  we’ve all seen the Lifetime movies.
Cars were a great invention, but I think 
it is important to realize that there is a 
world that revolves outside of them. Xenon 
bulbs, though efficient, really wreak havoc 
on the driving experiences of others if they 
aren’t given the proper consideration. It is 
important to consider all members of our 
community at all times. Thus, be cautious 
when making the decision to buy them to 
install in your ride.
Bootleg Xenon lights are a hazard to 
our well-being as North Jerseyans. We live 
and drive in one of the most congested 
areas of the United States, which is a feat 
in and of itself yet certain “advancements” 
in headlight technology are escalating road 
rage. The people who buy these lights to 
enhance their car’s appearance are obviously 
conscious of them, and I have been victim to 
drivers flashing them as weapons in my rear­
view mirror.
I am not certain that those lights that I 
saw on my drive were bootleg Xenon bulbs. 
However, according to experts, Xenon lights, 
when installed correctly, are a positive devel­
opment and I can see why. If the responsibil­
ity of angling the brilliant bulb is too much to 
handle, why buy these bulbs? Perhaps they 
seem cool or luxurious. Perhaps you want the 
Xenon safety, but not the hefty price tag of a 
new CL 500. In this case, please think about 
the responsibility you are taking on.
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Emotional Techno Disconnecto
In Today’s High-Tech World, More Gadgets Means Less Human Contact
JOSE
ORTIZ
M AN AGING
EDITOR
The technological advances in the world 
dining the past 50 years have no doubt made 
things in life easier, more efficient and, at 
times, more enjoyable. 
However, the conve­
nience that cell phones, 
gadgets and other luxu­
ries have provided come 
at a price. The cost is 
not only felt in our wal- 
lets, but in our lives, our 
interactions and our 
sentiments. The devel­
opments in technology 
have made it easier for 
society to be without 
really being. It has allowed us to do some­
thing without actually doing it, to speak 
without talking, to connect with someone 
without touching and to interact without 
truly communicating.
The last time I went out to dinner I went 
with a small group of my friends. I had one 
friend (as Fm sure everyone does) who just 
couldn’t  get off of his cell phone. We pleaded 
with him, but his commitments to his phone 
outweighed those to his friends and his now 
cold steak. While we were all happy to have 
his presence at the table, there was no way 
that I could actually say that he was really 
there, and Fd bet the most people in atten­
dance would not remember that he was even 
there.
Having cell phones not only makes it eas­
ier, but they give us a reason to be detached. 
There’s always something else that we can be 
doing besides what we are doing.
I was out at the mall this weekend and I 
saw a family of four walking together. One 
older man who I assumed Was the father, an 
older lady, and two younger girls. All four 
had their cell phones firmly glued to their 
ears and were engaged in the “cell phone 
walk.”
The “cell phone walk” is when a per­
son walks while talking on a mobile phone 
and, while it appears they are watching 
where they are going, they are really in a 
deep trance in which outside sounds such as 
screams and car horns cannot wake them.
This person will continue to walk in a 
straight line until they either walk into to 
you or some other unfortunate soul, realize 
there is an oncoming wall and stray their 
path slightly, or when they finally end their 
phone conversation. The “cell phone drive” 
is quite similar, but has much more serious 
consequences.
Researchers who did a study in Perth, 
Australia found that driving while talking 
on a cell phone makes the driver four times 
more likely to get into a car crash. The study 
also showed that it didn’t  m atter whether the 
phone was hands-free or not. Driving while 
talking on a cell phone makes the roads more
dangerous. With 190 million people in the 
U.S. with mobile phones, there are now words 
or formulas to decipher the exact detriment 
to the highways and roads. Regardless of 
laws passed, this problem can only get worse. 
The current generation of youths will be one 
of the first to be completely bred in the age 
of technology. Children bom after 1995 are a 
huge part of the cell phone age.
Two thirds of children ages 9-19 own cell 
phones. I understand that, because we five 
in a world that can be dangerous at times, 
mobile phones can be very useful for a child’s 
safety. But even this restricted use has got­
ten out of order.
As a tutor in a high school, I saw cell 
phones as more of a distraction than a help 
to the students. Kids talk on them during 
class, which is against most school policies, 
and when the teachers confiscate them, the 
parents call and complain that they can’t 
get in contact with their children. Well I 
wonder what people did for the past 2000 
years! A little waiting! never hurts anyone, 
but because of the new technologies, we are 
not used to waiting and are left with an 
impatient and spoiled society. But cell phone 
mayhem isn’t the only negative byproduct of 
this new wave of technology.
I went shopping for a coffee maker two 
weeks ago. I expected it to be a quick pro­
cess, taking no longer than half an hour; I 
should have known better. It’s impossible 
to find anything plain or no-frills anymore. 
Everything from a microwave oven to a tooth­
brush looks like it came from a science fiction 
movie.
There must have been a t least 30 different 
kinds of coffee makers, all with tons of differ­
ent features that allowed the store to charge 
more. One of the makers had the automatic 
starter; the other had an extra shiny finish; 
another was easy clean-up; one other had a 
built in splash guard. It just seemed to me 
that the least important thing had become 
the fact that it makes coffee, not that it has 
a built-in alarm clock. Technology moves so 
fast now that there is no time left to appreci­
ate what you have, or what it does.
We’ve become so caught up with the new 
styles and trends that we have forgotten how 
to make personal connections with friends 
and family.
I-pods, cell phones, video games and tele­
vision are just a few of the technologies that 
help detach us from the world. While I am 
not suggesting a transcendentalist return 
to nature philosophy, I am stating that the 
convenience afforded by technology is not 
without a price. The quantity of human 
connection has risen, but the quality has 
declined.
Jose Ortiz, an English major, is in his first year 
as Managing Editor for The Montclarion.
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Week
1,000
Question of 
The W eek
H o w  w e l l  d o  y o u  t h in k  
y o u  d id  t h i s  s e m e s t e r  
a c a d e m ic a l ly ?
VAIBHAVI
RANA
Major.
alrigh t In some of my classes, I did good 
and in  some of them, I did alright”
ELYSE
PETERSON
for Dean’s List again.”
Amount, in 
dollars, that 
SGA President 
Angelo Lilia’s 
bill #F2005-097 
permits to be 
spent on the 
purchase of a
milk cow.
MICHAEL
GOODMARK.
Year: Sophmore 
Major Theatre 
and Fa 
Studies
“lean
will have a  long and promising career as 
a flycook or waiter.”
ALEX RIVERA
Yean Junior 
Major. 
Broadcasting
“Ith in k I did rather 
w ell I think I will 
have close to a 3.5 
GPA, so th at pleases me.”
HOWARD
BATCHELOR
Year: Junior 
Major Marketing
“I hope I did well, 
well all have to 
wait until the end 
of the year to be certain though. Good 
hick everybody.”
ASHLEY CiNEK
Year Freshman 
Major:
Undeclared
“Academically I feel 
th a t I did pretty 
well in each of my 
classes. J  just hope 
absences don’t  bring my grades down.”
MARIA
DIMITRAKIS
Year Freshman
Major:
Undeclared
courtesy of krtcampus.comThe Montclarion Mailbag Policy 
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once 
received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. •  Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's 
name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission dead­
line: Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, 
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
 ^ M 'S “I think I defi­nitely could have 
done better this 
semester if I didn’t  procastinate so much.”
Question o f the Week opinions are views 
expressed by the students of Montclair State 
University, and are not necessarily the views 
ofThe Montclarion.
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Attention Sports Fans! Great Fun, great Teams, great Price, Great Gifts!
The MSUAA has Special Pricing for NJ Devils and NJ NETS games
For the NHL Fans....
B e  th e re  w hen the puck drops and the N J D e v ils  ^  Face-O ff against
the Philadelphia Flyers, Mon. Jan. 9 @ 7:30 PM (Devils Coat Drive) Offer code: msu0109 (Philadelphia game)
the New York Islanders, Sat. Feb. 11 @ 1:00 PM (Devils Baseball Cap Day) Offer code: msu0211 (NYI game)
the Ottawa Senators, Sun. March 19 @ 7:30 PM Offer code: msu0319 (Ottawa game)
D e v ils  F a n s  - G et a  $52 ticket for only $36 .00 ! Second Level Seating Games at Continental Airlines Arena
ORDER NOW, before Dec.16 for ticket delivery for the Holidays!
? Questions - call John Tierney at Devils Group Sales (201) 935-6050 or the MSU Alumni Relations Office at (973) 655-4141 
Two easy ways to order! (No phone orders)
2. MAIL-IN Complete order form below and mail with check to:
MSUAA Ticket Offer 
P.O. Box 7504, East Rutherford, NJ 07073 
Make check payable to the New Jersey Devils
1. ORDER ONLINE 
Go to www.nidevilsticketDroarams.com 
And indicate the appropriate “offer code”
XI ------------------~
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!
Name __________
City____________________
Phone _______________________
1/9/06 Philadelphia Tickets 
2/11/06 NYI Tickets 
3/19/06Ottawa Tickets
_ Address.
State____
E-mail
Zip,
x$36 per ticket = $_ 
x $36 per ticket = $_ 
x $36 per ticket = $_
Shipping/handling: $ 2.00
Total Enclosed: $_________
Order Devil’s tickets BEFORE December 16 for receipt of tickets in time for the Holidays! All other orders must be 
received 7 days prior to the game selected. Orders are filled on a first-come, first-served basis. Tickets are subject to group 
ticket availability. All orders are mailed by the New Jersey Devils. No refunds or exchanges on tickets purchased. Not valid on 
previously purchased tickets. Tickets cannot be purchased at the arena box office.
A N D  for the NBA Fans....
C o m e  an d  C h e e r on the N J N ets w ' a s  they take on: 
the Denver Nuggets, Fri. Dec. 16,2005 @ 7:30 pm - Tickets are $55 or $35 
the New York Knicks, Wed. Feb. 8,2006 @ 7:30 pm - Tickets are $60 or 35 
and the Miami Heat, Sun. April 2,2006 @ 6:00 pm - Tickets are $ê0 sold out or $35 
Tickets are subject to availability. No refunds or exchanges on tickets. Discount applies only to these games. 
? Questions Contact Ken Dorsett ’02 @ NETS Basketball (201) 635-3414 or the MSU Alumni Relations Office (973) 655-4141 
MAIL-IN Order: Complete order form below and mail with check to:
NETS Basketball 
Attn: Ken Dorsett
390 Murray Hill Parkway, East Rutherford, NJ 07073 Make check payable to the New Jersey NETS 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!
A -------------- ------------------------------------------
Name Address
City State Zip
Phone E-mail
12/16/05 vs. Nuggets Tickets @ $55 per ticket OR @ $35 per ticket = $
02/08/06 vs. Knicks Tickets @ $60 per ticket OR @ $35 per ticket = $
04/02/06 vs. Heat Tickets @ $ê0 soldout OR @ $35 per ticket = $
Total enclosed: $
A portion of ticket sales from these specific NHL & NBA games will directly benefit the MSUAA
Thank you and Happy Holidays!
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Eats flies. Dates a pig. 
Hollywood star.
LIVi YOUR DREAMS
Pass It On.
THE FOUNDATIOM ES! A IETTEI LIFE 
www.forbetterlife.org
Child Care Wanted
I Childcare PT 2:30 - 6  P.M. 2 or 3 
I afternoons, Monday to Friday, for 4 
I and 3-year-olds in Upper Montclair.
I References and valid drivers license. 
I Cell: (201) 306-5868.
fa| Child care for 18-month-boy. Seek­
ing mature, experienced person.
Our home is two blocks from cam­
pus. Start ASAP- Call Laura at (973) 
744-3847.
Upper Montclair family seek "moth­
ers help" 6 - 8  hours per week after 
school plus occasional babysitting. 
$12.00 per hour. Non-smoking min 
20 years old, car driver who is re­
sponsible, caring, practical and fun! 
Call Luse (973) 744-1834. (another 
family seeks help if more hours are 
needed.
I Babysitter wanted for Montclair 
family Saturday evenings and oc­
casional weeknights for a 1 and 4 
-year-old. Prefer responsible, ener­
getic underclassman with toddler 
experience, ideally available sum­
mers too. Call (973) 632-5177.
Babysitter needed to occasionally 
care for our two year-old-son. Eve­
nings and weekends only. In Glen 
Ridge, $10/hr. Call Lynda or Mike at 
(973) 281-9084.
ÊÊÊSMIiSMSMMÊÊÊ
Part time IT assistant for a medi­
cal facility in Livingston/West Or­
ange. Computer Science major a 
must. Flexible hours. (973) 626-8810 
Adam, IT Manager.
Aquarium center looking for respon­
sible individuals for sales and main­
tenance help. Candidates should be 
personable, ambitions and self- 
motivated. Great job for biology, 
chemistry or wildlife majors. (Paid 
vacations and employee benefits 
possible)
Great opportunity to work part time 
in an optometrist office in Clifton. 
Willing to train a quick learner, who 
loves working with people and has 
an outgoing personality. If you are 
available two nights, Friday morn­
ing, and Saturdays give us a call! 
(973) 777-9296.
National fundraising consulting 
firm seeking part time staff to 
make fpllow-up calls on behalf of 
prestigious, non-profit clients. No 
cold calling. Professional, exciting 
atmosphere. Make up to $12/hour. 
Incentives and bonuses for qual­
ity work. Nights/weekend hours, 
flexible around school schedule. No 
experience needed. Call Amanda at 
(973) 575-6930 or email Amanda@ad 
vantageconsulting.com.
Car dealership in Montclair look­
ing for PAT employee, very flexible 
schedule, we w ill work around your 
class schedule, apply in person at 
665 Bloomfield Ave. Montclair or 
call (973) 744-2000. Good pay, great 
resume builder, no experience neces­
sary.
Models. Women, 18 and older, for 
Thursday evening art class. Tasteful 
Nudity... No experience necessary. 
Pay. (973)460-1037.
Paid marketing interns and student 
workers needed at growing online 
travel company located in office 
complex adjacent to MSU campus. 
Call Lea Nielsen at (201) 641-6100 
x7113.
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★  Positions Available Immediately
★  for Ma4 Scientists.
J  # * * * # * * # #
★  Ma4 Science o f  North Central New Jersey 
J  is currently looking for stu4eots to work 
*1-4  hours a week teaching science classes 
* to  ki4s- Excellent pay-ioclu4ing training!!
★  *  Love Working with cbiMrenA
★  *  Have full-time access to a car?
Î  k  Have an outgoing personality?
£  if  you answere4 yes to these guestions,
★  give us a call at (973) 244-1080
. a»4 set up an interview.
★  - r_____________ ■
Every Wednesday 
$1000 Beer Pong 
Tournament 
$2 Bring Your Own Mug 
Ladies No Cover Charge
New Years Eve 
$35 pre-paid 
5 Hr. Premium 
open bar
Every Thursday 
$1 Coors Light Bottles 
1/2 Price Drinks till
Fatso Fogartys 
584 Ridge Rd 
North Arlington,NJ 
www.fatsos.com
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Writer:
Webmaster.
One of us. O  i
Feature w riters
Asst. Copy Editor.
Entertainm ent w riters
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M ake A D iffer en c e
As a  Physical T herapist w ith  a 
Seton H all U niversity G raduate D egree
If you w ant to advance your 
career in  health care while making 
a difference, Seton Hall University 
can help you achieve your goals. 
O ur unique Doctor of Physical 
Therapy (DPT) program prepares 
individuals to provide critical 
services that help res.tore, main­
tain, and prom ote overall health 
and fitness through their practice 
in  hospitals, clinics, private 
offices, homes and schools and to 
assume leadership roles in  today’s 
challenging healthcare arena.
É lá á i Sc h o o l  of-Graduate m ed ica l  Education
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
400 South Orange Avenue 
South Orange, NJ 07079 
www.shu.edu
You will benefit from:
• Challenging courses in screen­
ing, examination, differential 
diagnosis, evidence-based 
practice and rehabilitation
• Cutting-edge technology
• Internships, clinical research, 
career advisement
• Suburban location ju st 14 
miles from New York City
Apply now to our CAPTE* 
accredited entry-level doctoral 
degree program in  Physical 
Therapy. Space is limited.
Com mission on Accreditation in Physical 
Therapy Education
TO LEARN
about the A rt and Science of 
Caring at Seton Hall, call 
(973) 275-2596 or visit 
gradmeded.shu.edu/prog_ 
doctor^>hysical_therapy. htm.
Perk up your wardrobe at
CafeCouture.com
The hottest designers for men and woman including: 
1921 Jeans, Tag Jeans, Rebel Yell, Free People, Fresh 
Los Angeles, Je-Lee, Saint Grace, Peoples Liberation, 
Farmer Jeans, Havaianas, Johnny Was and more.
Check out our celebrity style section with designer 
clothing as seen on Jessica Simpson.
Enter in “Montclair” in the promo code area of your 
order and receive 25% off your entire order.
F R E E  US ground shipping.
Have a question? Contact us at
914- 424-6495
or send us an email to
EmailCafeCouture @ aol.com
A cor accident left Kenny Denton paralyzed below the waist. After intense therapy, taster Seals helped torn Kennys
i!  | < ' _ ' f
glimmer of hope into a bright new career. O ne in five Americans has a disability, and Easter Seals is there with expert 
help, hope and humanity To learn more, ca l Easier Seals or visit www.ecster-seols.org
Cmtótng solutions, changing Hum .
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Touchdowns vs. Togetherness
Two Editors Debate: A Sunday Spent On Shopping And Sports, Separately, Is Time Well-Spent
Mike Johnson 
Sports Editor
Have any of you guys ever gone shopping 
with your girlfriends? No m atter what they 
are shopping for, you can almost guarantee 
that it will not be quick and painless. Have 
you ever gone shopping during a big game?
Imagine yourself sitting on the couch or 
your favorite chair watching the game when, 
all of the sudden, she has the urge to go 
shopping. She needs you to come with her to 
carry her bags. Your friends aren’t  there, so 
' you can’t  use that excuse, and the game just 
started so you’re not that into it yet. You are 
trapped.
Or, you’re watching the football game 
on a Sunday (like every other Sunday) and 
she asks why you have to watch that and 
not something else. Before you know it, the 
channel is changed and you are watching 
Lifetime.
Whether it’s moving heavy furniture, 
connecting the DVD player to the stereo and 
the television, carrying the shopping bags or 
taking out the garbage when it’s 10 degrees 
out, us guys deserve one day to ourselves 
with no distractions. That day is Sunday.
It seems, since the beginning of time, 
men have sought one day out of the entire 
week for themselves. Before football, it was 
something else and before something else 
I’m sure there was something different.
But, since the inception of the National 
Football League, men have requested that 
Sundays become ours and the day is now 
sacred to American males. At the same 
time, the thought of lying on a couch, getting 
fat and watching men chase after a brown 
ball has baffled the minds of our girlfriends 
or wives. It is time we made them under­
stand.
Men like to watch other people get hurt. 
We like to watch muddy, bloody, bad-smelling 
guys kill each other to get into the end zone.
We also like numbers. Not just any 
numbers, but statistics. I want to know how 
many touchdowns Peyton Manning threw 
last season (49) and I even want to know how 
many touchdowns Archie Manning threw in 
1972 (18). Men need to know these things
because if we do, we look cod tp our friends. 
It’s not sad. Our girlfriends may think it isr 
but we know the truth. It’s something we 
need to know in order to be a man’s man.
It could work out for both men and women. 
We can sit home and watch our sports and 
the women can go shopping or do whatever 
it is they want to do. They can even go in 
groups. That way, they can all carry each 
other’s things instead of us.
Jessica Havery 
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Nearly a month ago, thanks to the start 
of basketball season, I lost my boyfriend 
to his remote control and a bag of popcorn. 
Now, rather than sharing a meal, catching a 
movie or taking a drive, I have the priviledge 
of sitting next to a zoned out zombie who 
refuses to miss a game. Sweet nothings, once
Look, I’m not being sexist or anything. 
I’m just speaking up for all men and request­
ing one day a week for us men. That’s 52 
days out of the entire year. Even when foot­
ball season is over, I’m sure us men can find 
something to do on Sundays. After all, before 
there was football, there was something else 
and before something else I’m sure there was 
something different.
whispered into my ear, have been overtaken 
by loud cheers and curses towards a Refs 
bad call.
I’d be lying if  I said I’m not a little bitter 
about losing my man to a bunch of smelly, 
jersey-wearing men. It isn’t  that I don’t  like 
sports. I don’t  mind them at all. In fact, I 
actually enjoy an occasional football game 
and often watch ESPN’s PTI. The key word
is occasionally. To sacrifice Sunday after­
noons for a football fan is one thing, but to 
have someone go MIA is quite another.
As girlfriends who, more often than not, 
help you with work, cook you meals, teach 
you to do your own laundry and put out, I. 
think we deserve a little of your time. I’m 
not asking men to give up the beer-guzzling, 
crotch-scratching tradition that has taken 
over Sunday afternoons.
By all means, opt out of a Tuesday eve­
ning trip to the mall if you’d rather play a 
real game of football with your friends.
Play a game with your friends. Ignore 
your girlfriend to hear 
the stats. We see 
where loya]your
lieties
that theirsay
loyalty for
love ofthe
ened
doing
th i n g s
love of the
we
women are 
asking for is a 
little consider­
ation. One day, 
every now and
then, it might be nice of men to
forgo a sporting event for the sake of the 
relationship.
Or, perhaps, a die hard basketball fan 
could designate his obsession to his two 
favorite teams, not all 32.
Other than a weekly, 30-minute rerun 
of “Sex And The City,” women don’t  simply 
ditch their men for an alternate form of 
entertainment.
But sure, you men keep freezing us out 
during your beloved sports season. I just 
hope your girlfriend is still there after your 
team has played, and lost, the championship 
game.
10 Reasons To Not Watch Or Watch ESPN
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
5. SPORTSCENTER Repeats: Now, I know 
that they can be convenient, but after a while 
I just can’t  hear that song anymore. The 
show airs at 6:30 p.m., 11:00 p.m., 1:00 a.m., 
2:00, a.m. and then 5:00 a.m. through noon. 
That’s 11 of 24 hours in each day taken up 
by pretty much the same program over and 
over again. It would be more acceptable if 
they did a new one, or even had a few extra 
changes but it’s the same show repeated over 
again.
beforehand. I f  I did, I would go fishing and 
watch it personally. Why is pro bass fishing 
on television, and what are these guys get­
ting so excited about?
2. Objectivity: I’m not quite sure that I 
feel that ESPN is very objective. All of the 
analysts are very buddy buddy with the 
athletes, many of whom admit to watching 
Sportscenter. I think that, in order to get 
more complete sports coverage, ESPN pro­
tects certain athletes and promotes certain 
opinions. Of course, I have no proof of this, 
just 15 years of watching it almost everyday.
r* ¡¡É
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4. Board Game Championships: I don’t 
know what is going on at that network 
sometimes. The spelling bee is not a sport, 
scrabble is not a sport, and as much as I love 
to play, chess is not a sport either. I don’t  
know if they are running out of program­
ming m aterial or something, but there is 
nothing that irks me more than seeing the 
National Scrabble Championships. What’s 
next, watching professional poker? Oh wait, 
they already do that.
3. On-Air Fishing: OK, now as much as I 
love eating fish after it is caught, I certainly 
don’t  need to watch the process that comes
1. No Losing Teams: If you’re a fan of the 
L.A. Clippers or Houston Texans you may 
have seen your team on ESPN once, if that. 
ESPN focuses its coverage on the winning 
teams and the teams with the largest rev­
enue (funny how those two go hand-in-hand). 
Although, from a monetary standpoint, this 
is probably wise, from a fan’s position it’s 
unfair. It’s already tough being a fan of a 
losing team, now you can’t  even follow them.
Mike Johnson 
Sports Editor
5. First A nd Ten: This show covers all of the 
hot topics going on in sports and is debated 
by two of the most animated hosts there are. 
Skip Bayless and Woody Paige discuss the 
10 hottest topics of the moment and host, 
Jay Crawford, acts as umpire and sometimes 
these two guys are lucky he is there.
4. Cold Pizza: This is the show that features 
First And Ten with host Jay Crawford. Not 
only do we get to hear about the newest top­
ics, but we also get to see the ‘Must List,’ 
which is a list of hottest items that are on the 
market to purchase. We also hear from ath­
letes and get their take on certain subjects. 
Not only is it full of sports- knowledge, but it 
is a way to keep up with the latest trends.
3. Around The Horn: Tony Reali discusses 
topics, and awards points for good answers to 
his four guests via satellite and at the end,
decides who gave the best answers based on 
logic and stats. The player to accumulate 
the least amount of points after each round 
is eliminated until there are two contestants 
left. This may be the best show to gain 
sports knowledge from.
2. PTI: Pardon The Interruption takes us to 
an odd-shaped desk where two men sit and 
usually battle about who is right. The list 
of topics is displayed on the screen and each 
topic is allotted a specific amount of time for 
debate. When the bell rings to signal the 
end of discussion, the men usually drop their 
argument and go on to the next subject only 
to start all over again. Not only is it enter­
taining and comical, but it provides useful 
information for any sports fans.
1. SPORTSCENTER: Last, but certainly 
not least, is Sportscenter. Everyone knows 
that Sportscenter re-caps the day in sports 
and gives the viewer all the information a 
person needs to debate their friends about 
sports. The hosts change from day to day, 
but there is not one host people could com­
plain about. This is the ultimate show for 
any person who can’t  get enough sports. It’s 
also a good way to watch highlights of your 
team if you weren’t  able to see them.
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Player of The Week
W ho won the first NBA Rookie o f The Year Award and in what
year was it first given?
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The EditorsPicks
JOSE MIKE
Managing Editor Sports Editor
Chicago over Pittsburgh Pittsburgh over Chicago
Cincinnati over Cleveland ^C incinnati over Cleveland
New England over Buffalo f  New England over Buffalo
Oakland over .N.Y «lets Oakland over N.Y Je ts
M in l||^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ;JL o L y s M innesotaover S g lo u is
Carolina over TampaBay CaiYilina oyer Tam^a Bay
N.Y. gB lIs over Philadelphia N.Y. Giants over P h ijjtelph ia
Seatae over San Francisco Seattle oYer San F iljicisco
Washington over Arizona W ashington over Arizona
D e n e r over Baltimore Denver over Baltimore
K aSts1^Q r; over Dallas Dallas over Kans&eJCity
San Diego over Miami , San Diego over K am i
Green Bay over Detroit«1 pnG reen Bay over Detroit
Indianapolis over Jacksonville Tennessee over Houston
Monday Night Monday Night
A tlanta over New Orleans A tlanta over New Orleans
Upset Pick Upset Pick
Houston over Tennessee Jacksonville over Indianapolis-
O vera ll Record Upset P ick O ve ra ll Record Upset P ick
68-35 (.660) 3-4 70-33 (.679) 4-3
■Œ B 53H E1II (M en's) 1 ïïm M m iM Z E L ¡ m
NJAC Overall NJAC Overall
TCNJ 3-1 6-1* Kean 4-0 6-0
Ramapo 3-1 5-1 Richard Stockton 4-0 6-0
NJCU 3-1 5-2 MSU 3-1 4-3
Richard Stockton 3-1 5-2 Rutgers-Newark 2-2 3-3
Rowan 2-2 4-2 TCNJ 2-2 3-4
Rutgers-Newark 2-2 4-2 W illiam  Paterson 2-2 3-4
W illiam  Paterson 2-2 4-3 NJCU 1-3 3-3
Kean 1-3 2-4 Ramapo 1-3 3-4
MSU 1-3 2-4 Rowan 1-3 2-5
Rutgers-Camden 0-4 1-6 Rutgers-Camden 0-4 3-5
Th is W eek
Sat. vs. Staten Island 1 p.m.
Last W eek's Results 
12/3 - MSU 72, Rutgers-Newark 77 
12/7-M SU 90, Ramapo 94
This W eek
Sat. vs. Rowan 3 p.m.
Mon @ SUNY Farmingdale 7 p.m.
Last W eek's Results 
12/3 - MSU 54, Rutgers-Newark 49 
12/7 - MSU 74, Ramapo 59
m  I
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Senior „
S Hometown; Pompton plains, NJ
L Alex was. named to the All-American
r Field Hockey Team along with Robyn 
Apicelli. Kelly received second-team  
hohdrs and Apicelli received third-team  
honors;“£  **;iA
Honorable Mentions
ROBYN APICELLI
Hometown: Oceanport, NJ
^Apicelli and Alex Kelly became 
only the fourth and fifth players 
S t r i i iu  Reid hockey history to 
I^CORie All-Americans.
JONATHAN ARTHUR 
Sophomore
Hometown: Maplewood, NJ
Arthur scored 21 points w ith six 
rebounds against Rutgers-Newark 
and had seven points, tw o assists 
p | p  three rebounds against 
x Ramapo.
QIAN PAUL GONZALEZ
^ S en io r
Hometown: North Haledon, NJ
Gonzalez scored 29 points with 
eight rebounds in MSU's loss to 
Rutgers-Newark and scored 35 
more against Ramapo.
STEPHANIE MACHIN 
Junior
.Hom etown: New Providence, NJ
i^É^hin posted 19 points in MSU's 
w in over Rutgers-Newark and 14 
points w ith 10 rebounds in their 
^M Édver Rowan.
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Player Of The Week
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Red Hawks Roll Over The Roadrunners
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
MSU opened up the second 
half of Wednesday night’s women’s 
basketball game against Ramapo 
with a 20- 
m  4 run. The 
RAMAPO 59 Red Hawks 
i '■ extended to a
21 point lead 
and never relinquished the lead to 
improve to 4-3 overall.
The Red Hawks began the 
conference showdown against the 
Roadrunners in fourth place with a 
2-1NJAC record. They ended with 
a dominant performance and their 
second straight home victory. The 
final 74-57 score is misleading, the 
game wasn’t  even that close.
MSU produced their most domi­
nant offensive performance of the 
season finishing with three players 
in double figures, and seven play­
ers with at least six points. Their 
ability to break through Ramapo’s 
defensive pressure, and make the 
extra pass allowed them to shoot
45.2 percent from the floor while 
Ramapo. shot just below 34 per­
cent.
“We brought in six new players 
this season, and they have really 
helped us offensively,” said wom­
en’s basketball Head Coach Beth 
O’Boyle. “We now have so many 
more options and we’re not relying 
on just one or two players to score.”
The game which featured HSU’S 
highest scoring effort began with 
abysmal shooting. The two teams 
shot for a combined 10-28 shooting 
in the first 11 minutes of the game 
with Ramapo trailing 13-12. MSU 
outscored the Roadrunners 22-16 
for the rest of the half and went into 
the break with a 35-28 lead.
“Sometimes when you’re strug­
gling to make baskets, a good way 
to get going is with the transition 
game,” O’Boyle said. “Our transi­
tion game was huge for us tonight.” 
The Red Hawks outscored the 
Roadrunners 16-7 off of turnovers, 
and lost possession eight fewer 
times. MSU also had a 23-9 assist 
advantage. The Red Hawk ball
Montclarion I Jose Ortiz 
Jessica Horan posted 10 points and 
five assists off the bench as the Red 
Hawks glided to an easy win.
movement and ability to run the 
floor at a high pace won them the 
game. They were also able to grab 
a 45-37 rebounding edge, collecting 
five extra offensive rebounds than 
Ramapo. They scored 19 points off 
of offensive rebounds, and really
used that to build on their momen­
tum.
Aside from free throw shooting, 
MSU out-played Ramapo in every 
aspect of the game. MSU shot 50 
percent from the line, and the Road 
Runners shot over 88 percent. Foul 
shooting was a problem area for the 
Red Hawks last season, O’Boyle 
has said that the team has made 
strides towards improving it.
Stephanie Machin and Jess 
Garrabrant both ended with dou­
ble-doubles, with Garrabrant lead­
ing the club in points, rebounds 
and minutes played.
Garrabrant was able to outrun 
and outwork whoever was defend­
ing her on Wednesday. She shot 
just below 50 percent from the 
floor and did not turn the ball over 
once.
Ferin Catlett chipped in with 
nine points, six of which came dur­
ing the Red Hawk run to end the 
half. Jessica Horan also added 10 
points and was tied for the game 
high in assists with Red Hawk 
Michelle Madej.
The victory pushed MSU to third 
place in the conference with home 
matches against Rowan, Richard 
Stockton and King’s College (PA) 
■ off in the distance.
Montclarion I Jose Ortiz
Amanda Mullaney, pictured above, 
and the rest of the women’s basket­
ball team will try to continue their 
winning ways as they try to move 
their way up the standings. They 
are currently third in the division.
MSU Men Lose A Close One To Ramapo
Michael Treanor 
Staff Writer
Montclair State men’s hoops 
seems to be in the midst of an early 
season swoon.
A f t e r  
prevailing at 
home in their 
NJAC opener 
against New 
Jersey City, the Red Hawks have
[MSU 90
RAMAPO 94
Montclarion I Anthony Ingersoll 
The Red Hawks found themselves 
fighting to come back most of 
the game. Jamal Ford, pictured 
above, accounted for 18 of MSU’s 
90 points.
dropped two consecutive contests 
overall, both in conference play, 
and both on the road at William 
Paterson and Rutgers-Newark.
The Montclair men were hop­
ing that a trip back home would 
be just what the doctor ordered. 
Unfortunately, the supposed pre­
scription for victory involved 
a heavy dosage of the defending 
NJAC champion Roadrunners of 
Ramapo who came into the contest 
winners of their last two in confer­
ence play in including a 104-58 
shellacking of Rutgers-Camden.
Having not earned a victory over 
Ramapo in the last four tries, the 
Red Hawks were anxious to send a 
message to both the Roadrunners 
and the remainder of their competi­
tion in the NJAC that they belong 
among the conference elite.
After a promising start, it 
appeared as if the Roadrunners 
were going to pull away midway 
through the first half of play.
Ahmad Mosby, a sophomore 
guard out of St. Anthony’s, knocked 
down big shot after big shot every 
time the Red Hawks began to rally. 
Mosby tallied 15 points in the open­
ing half on five separate three 
point plays, three from beyond the 
arc and two the old-fashioned way.
Sophomore John A rthur and 
senior Gian Paul Gonzalez did not 
help matters as they both experi­
enced foul trouble early. Arthur 
picked up two in the opening five 
minutes and was forced to remain 
on the bench for the remainder of 
the half.
WBM 1 1
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Cliff Schafer is helped up by his teammates after a foul. Fouls played a 
major role in the game and caused players to have to sit in order to not 
get fouled out of the game.
Gonzalez, however, avoided his 
third and paced the Red Hawk 
offense until freshm an guard 
Maurice Torres connected on a tri- 
fecta from the comer with 1:32 
remaining in the half.
Montclair led Ramapo, 44-41 at 
the break.
The Roadrunner defensive pres­
sure increased dramatically in 
the second half of play. Ramapo 
extended their defense throughout 
the entire court giving Montclair 
senior point guard-Jamal Ford fits 
as he continually ran into traps.
Montclair turned the ball over
nine times in the second half alone, 
leading to a few highlight reel 
dunks at the other end, none more 
mesmerizing than Ramapo senior 
forward Todd Lowber’s tomahawk 
jam  in the face of two Montclair 
defenders.
Despite their sloppy play, the 
Red Hawks would not quit,as they 
repeatedly clawed their way back 
from double-digit deficits.
And although Gonzalez picked 
up his fourth foul at the 13:14 mark, 
he continued to dominate offensive­
ly, netting 17 second half points, 
ending up with 35 for the contest to
go along with 14 rebounds.
Attempting to maneuver around 
ball pressure as much as he possibly 
could, Jam al Ford also put together 
an offensively sound contest, scor­
ing 10 in the second half and finish­
ing with 18 for ffie game.
After Mosby and junior guard 
John Wojcik torched the Red Hawks 
from the perimeter in the open­
ing half, it was the Roadrunner 
big men who dominated the inte­
rior, holding the Red Hawks down 
each time they showed signs of 
life. Lowber finished with 16, and 
Mike Malko and Quamier Harding 
added 13 and 14 points respectively 
helping Ramapo shoot a torrid 61 
percent from the floor in the second 
half and 49 percent for the game.
A late three pointer from Garan 
Dickson and two free throws from 
Arthur, who was plagued by foul 
trouble throughout the evening, 
pulled Montclair within two, but 
Antoine Pryor, sealed the deal at 
the line connecting on four late free 
throws.
Defense proved to be non-exis­
tent on both sides, as Ramapo left 
the victors by a score of 94-90.
Montclair is now 1-3 in NJAC 
competition and 2-4 overall. They 
return to action Saturday after­
noon in a non-conference match­
up when they host the College of 
Staten Island.
